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FOREWORD

E. Comp Chris Frankland
Deputy Metropolitan Grand Superintendent

B

rethren and Companions - welcome
to this Winter Edition of arena.
2013 has been a special year for the
Metropolitan Area of London as it
marks the tenth anniversary of the
creation of Metropolitan Grand Lodge
and Metropolitan Grand Chapter,
celebrated at a Guildhall Banquet last
month and featured in this edition.
It also marked the Bi-centenary of the
Royal Arch’s recognition as a key
component of pure Antient Masonry.
ME The First Grand Principal presided
at a special Convocation of Supreme
Grand Chapter in October. Earlier that
day, a demonstration Exaltation,
performed in the Grand Temple by the
Metropolitan Grand Stewards, was
acclaimed by sustained applause and
we look at that event through a
participant's viewpoint on page 18.
MetGL was also delighted to welcome
a group of young London Scouts,
Beavers and Explorers into a called-off

session of the LGR/LR investiture to
tell us how masonic funding has
enabled their groups to thrive. Looking
at the photographs on page 16, place
yourselves in the shoes of those young
people, seeing the Grand Temple for
the first time!
As you can see below, the Met GM
has made new Appointments within
MetGL/MetGC and I echo his
congratulations to those to be
appointed in 2013 and his very sincere
thanks to those who have stepped
down, having helped to make London
the success it is.
My, how time rushes by! The Festive
Season is upon us, and another year is
almost over. Let me wish you all a
happy and enjoyable time, a healthy
and successful New Year and my hope
that you will return to your labours in
January, refreshed and ready for all
that lies ahead!
Chris

Senior MetGL Appointments

T

he
Metropolitan
Grand Master is
delighted to
announce the
appointment of
three
AMetGM/AMetGS
to take office at
the next AGMs of MetGL and MetGC
on 6 March and 3 April 2014
respectively. Stephen Fenton, Philip
Summers and Ian Currans will take
over respectively from Paddy
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Johnson and Richard Regan on the
Craft side, and Paul Calderwood in
the Royal Arch. He is also pleased to
five new MetGIs. Andrew
Manasseh, Nigel Penn, and Stratton
Richey will take over respectively
from Peter A Cook, Graham Roper
and Philip Summers on the Craft
side, whilst Chris Head and John
Hubbard will succeed respectively
Ian Currans and Mark Perkins in the
Royal Arch.
The MetGM would like to express
his warmest thanks, on behalf of

all London masons, to the retiring
AMetGMs/AMetGS and to the
retiring Inspectors. They have all
made a tremendous contribution
over many years to the development
of the London Metropolitan Area.
On behalf of all in London
masonry, arena wishes those
taking up their appointments in 2014
every happiness and success in their
new and challenging roles, and the
good health to enjoy them.
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AS WE
BEGIN OUR
ELEVENTH
YEAR...

Photo: The
Inauguration of
MetGC at the
Royal Albert
Hall.
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Brethren who attended the
inauguration ceremonies of the
Metropolitan Grand Lodge and Chapter
of London may not have seen this
excellent photograph of the inaugural
Chapter meeting, which we publish for
readers' interest and into which, if you
are reading this online, you can zoom,
to see more detail than usual. As our
"ten year" celebrations continue in the
next few editions, arena was going to
bring you a potted history of what
happened during the "creation" process.
However, Past Pro GM, Lord
Northampton in giving the toast to the
Metropolitan Grand Lodge and Chapter
of London at the recent celebration
dinner at Guildhall, gave a speech
which covered this very topic. The
speech was both serious and witty and
gave a unique historical perspective.
We therefore make no apology for our
decision to delay the history article and
to print his speech in full instead.

'T

onight we are gathered together to celebrate the
tenth anniversary of the creation of the
Metropolitan Grand Lodge and the Grand Chapter of
London in this spectacular setting and I am delighted to
say that Russell Race has asked me to say a few words
about the events leading up to its formation.
It all started when my predecessor as AGM, Archie
Eglinton, agreed to have a Masonic appeal for the New
Masonic Samaritan Fund - that was a first for London in
itself, and not without opposition from many brethren
who did not like being told where to give their money,
let alone to give it to a Masonic charity. As part of that
initiative, he did two things - he held regular drinks
parties for Masters and their partners to meet and put
pressure on them to raise money for the appeal; and
because the first two years had not produced the results
he had hoped for he promised he would personally visit
any lodge which achieved a gold jewel by raising a large
sum of money based on the number of members in the
lodge. Whether setting the bar too low was a reason why

Guildhall.
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undertakers. They raised
money on the night by
selling things for the
brethren to throw at me
when I stood up to speak.
I remember two things in
particular about the
evening: they made a lot
of money and my speech
was painfully short!
The appeal raised
the staggering sum, in
those days, of £12 million
and for the first time
London Masons had
achieved something by
pulling together. This
had given them a sense
of belonging and I was
determined to capitalise
on that goodwill. There
was, however, a wall of
entrenched positions to
overcome and change
only became possible
through the enormous
help I received from a
few dedicated Masons
who understood what
The programme from the MetGL and
was needed and helped
MetGC Inauguration.
me to develop the vision
and the strategy for
implementing it. It was
never going to be easy,
Archie retired to Scotland in the
but thanks to my Deputy, Rex
middle of the appeal, I don't know,
but I do remember that by the time I Thorne, and a small group of
experienced masons who are here
had succeeded him in 1995 there
were nearly 100 lodges expecting me tonight we bribed, beat and begged
London brethren to adopt change.
to spend an evening with them!
I realised early on that there were
I was kept very busy, which in
two carrots. The first was LGR and
hindsight was no bad thing because
its senior version, which was a
visiting so many London lodges and
highly prized way of rewarding
listening to hundreds of brethren
deserving brethren - I remember
helped me appreciate the situation
investing over a thousand of them in
which prevailed in London at that
one day soon after taking over. I
time. I remember asking the Grand
remember it mostly from the pain in
Secretary what my so-called "special
my hips the next day - taking a pace
responsibilities" towards London
forward with the left foot to put a
were, only to be told, "leave London
collar over the heads of a thousand
alone, Spenny. It looks after itself!"
brethren was a mistake. I later
But I had inherited 65,000 brethren
noticed that the Grand Master never
in 1628 lodges and nearly 700
moved when brethren approached
chapters and there were already
him, but then, he had already had
many lodges which were struggling
one hip replaced! My predecessor,
to survive for reasons too many to
Archie Eglinton clearly hadn't
mention. Many of them had never
studied the Grand Master's
had a visit from a Grand Officer but
technique and he subsequently had
in spite of that- or maybe because of
to have both his hips done...!
it - they were mostly in good spirits.
The other carrot and by far the
I remember one memorable gold
most important was Grand Rank.
jewel night when I attended Acacia
This had traditionally been in the
lodge - a seemingly happy group of
6

hands of the Grand Secretary and I
soon realised that without that
sweetener it was going to be very
difficult to bring any pressure to
bear. However, even having
reclaimed that right, there was no
way of actually finding the most
suitable brethren without a good
communication system- we needed
experienced brethren to visit each
lodge once a year and report back to
the Centre on its health. We also
needed them to act as unbiased
talent spotters - and above all, we
needed a good database of the
membership.
Hence London Management with
its 22 groups and active Visiting
Grand Officers was born. I chose the
number 22 because of its special
qualities in numerology. If you are
interested I suggest you Google the
number 22 to see why it was
particularly suited to the task at
hand in London. The then ProGM,
Barry Farnham, had cautioned me in
quite strong terms against going too
fast with the changes and I was not
allowed to use Masonic titles for the
heads of the 22 groups even though
they were in charge of far more
brethren than most of our APGMs.
So we had to settle for "Chairman",
which is not a Masonic title and felt
as if it should perhaps have been
accompanied by a little red book.
London Management was a strange
hybrid: a quasi-Masonic entity
looking after very large groups of
lodges and chapters without any
mention in the Book of Constitutions
and without any authority from the
Grand Master. To pacify some senior
brethren who did not want a visit, I
took on the Chairmanship of the
twenty-second group made up
exclusively of our most venerable
lodges, and quickly made it clear
that I would not have time to visit
them. This was in fact true as I was
far too busy giving out Gold jewels!
I remember addressing the first
batch of 450 potential Visiting Grand
Officers, VGOs as they were called,
on their future roles. Masonry
unfortunately suffers from some of
its members adopting an inflated
sense of self-importance when they
are promoted to higher rank, even
though our ritual says that humility
in everyone is an essential
qualification. I therefore ended my
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Diners enjoy
the MetGL and
MetGC Tenth
Anniversary
Banquet at
Guildhall.

talk by reminding them that it was
VGO not EGO - it fell on deaf ears.
We later heard that a junior Past
Grand something-or-other had sat
himself in Sir James Stubbs' usual
chair next to the Master claiming
that he was the more senior of the
two as he was representing the
Assistant Grand Master. He
remained a very junior Past Grand
something-or-other! The next few
years saw London Management take
over more and more responsibility
for London masonry. It was given its
own offices, held an annual meeting,
developed its own charity and held
annual social events. It was not until
2001, when I left to take up my
duties as ProGM, that it was trusted
enough to handle its own finances - I
hope the two weren't connected.
David Williamson took over from
me as Assistant Grand Master and
Rex Thorne took over as Chairman
of London Management. The Board
set up a committee to look into the
future of London and there was
much deliberation over the coming
months on the formation of a
Metropolitan Grand Lodge and
Grand Chapter, changes to the
geographical boundaries, the
WINTER 2013

number of groups and the relocation
of the offices out of Freemasons' Hall
to 33 Great Queen Street. A paper
was then sent to all lodges and
chapters on the benefits of having a
Metropolitan Grand Lodge and
Grand Chapter. This led to yet more
consultation and finally the creation
of a Metropolitan Grand Lodge
which was approved in Grand Lodge
with brethren speaking both for and
against the motion. The great day
arrived ten years ago and the
Metropolitan Grand Lodge and
Grand Chapter of London were
formed by the Grand Master in the
Royal Albert Hall in front of several
thousand brethren.
I had been fortunate enough to
persuade Lord Millett to be the first
Metropolitan Grand Master. He
brought gravitas, wit and dedication
to the task of heading London
Masons and was greatly helped by
Russell Race who gave up the chance
of taking over East Kent to become
his Deputy. I have said it before, but
I remember thinking it had all
worked out well when I realised that
Millett was the Ear of Corn and Race
the Fall of Water - two symbols from
Ancient Egypt signifying

"regeneration", which appear in our
ritual and which seemed so
appropriate for the regeneration of
London Masonry. When Lord Millett
retired, Russell Race took over the
reins and has done an outstanding
job ever since.
The original goal was to separate
London from Grand Lodge and put it
in charge of its own destiny; to turn
it into an autonomous and above all,
caring structure; to have good
communications between the lodges
and the Centre; to introduce
transparent and efficient
management systems; to develop its
own collective charitable giving; to
act fairly in all appointments and
promotions of ranks based on merit
and ability and finally to educate
brethren to a better understanding of
what we do and why we do it. I
believe all of those criteria have
been achieved and many more.
In my address to the Grand Lodge
in December 2002 when I was
extolling the virtues of the proposed
Metropolitan Grand Lodge, I said
"some have suggested that these
proposals will lead to a decline in the
numbers of London Masons, I
believe exactly the opposite!" Yes,
7

well, London has continued to decline in
numbers, but not, I believe, because of the
changes, and it is showing signs of bottoming
out. Whatever happens, I have no doubt
London will go on evolving over the coming
years, as Freemasonry continues to adapt to
the needs of men in the 21st Century.
So I end by congratulating those brethren
who worked so hard to ensure the success of
London Management as it developed and
transformed itself into the Metropolitan Grand
Lodge and then all those brethren who have
helped the Metropolitan Grand Lodge to
become what it is today, a healthy and happy
organisation serving the needs of London
Masons in the Craft and Royal Arch - it is a
truly great credit to the United Grand Lodge of
England.
No-one has worked harder since its
inception ten years ago to make it a success
than Russell Race, first as Deputy and then as
Metropolitan Grand Master. I remember well
having to make a difficult call to John
Bonomy, then Provincial Grand Master for
East Kent, to tell him I was going to offer his
Deputy and chosen successor the job of
Deputy Metropolitan Grand Master. His
response was as usual straight to the point,
"We shall all miss him but you couldn't have a
better man for the job". How right he was.
Ladies and Gentlemen, please be upstanding. I
give you the toast to The Metropolitan Grand
Lodge and Grand Chapter of London!'
The evening started with a Champagne
celebration for the seven hundred Masons,
wives, partners and friends in the Library
room. Then, after some judicious
encouragement, the crowded reception had
emptied as guests made their way to their
seats in the magnificent but absolutely packed
"full house" Guildhall itself, the scene of many
a State and City banquet, with Gog and Magog
looking down from their posts. Both food and
the accompanying wines were pronounced
delicious and were suitably supported by the
excellent band ("East London Brass") and
Trumpet fanfare musicians in the gallery,
However, before not too long, diners were
being served their coffee. Lord Northampton's
toast was replied to by the Metropolitan Grand
Master, RW Bro Russell Race, JP DL who
responded most positively to the Past ProGM's
warm words. He thanked the organisers of the
event (W. Bro Wes Hollands, PGStdB and his
team), but also found time to thank the band
and the gallant performers of the "Post Horn
Gallop" which had been three times requested
by the very enthusiastic diners!
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Past Pro GM, Lord Northampton gives the
toast to the Metropolitan Grand Lodge and
Chapter of London.

Ten years is not a long time in absolute terms but
our Metropolitan Grand Lodge and Chapter of
London have indeed come a long way from those
early days. If any Brother of Companion has
special and interesting memories of the
inauguration ceremonies and wishes to share them
with Porchway news and/or arena, depending on
the usual constraints of space etc., then they
should get in touch at news@metgl.com
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T H E M E N AT T H E T O P :

BRIAN SAIDMAN
W. Bro Stan Marut interviewed Brian Saidman as
part of our "Men at the Top" series in which he
revealed his early membership of a pop band on
drums. Who knew that?....read on!

B

ABOVE: Brian with some of his
competitive guns in the 1970s.

BELOW: Brian with his family around
the time of his initiation.
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rian Saidman was born in
Blackpool, Lancashire in 1945.
His mother had married an Errol
Flynn lookalike who was a British
war correspondent, but who wore
the uniform of a US Army Captain
(war correspondents were
considered part of the military at
that time) and who cut an
impressively dashing figure. In
1948 the family moved to London
and he subsequently attended
Holland House preparatory school
before passing the entrance exam
to Mill Hill School. Regrettably,
there was no bursary available so
Brian headed, aged eleven, to
Christ’s College, Finchley, where
extracurricular activities, such as
learning to play the snare drum in
the Combined Cadet Force (CCF)
would impact on his later interest
in guns/shooting for sport and
playing in pop bands!
Brian moved away from home at
the age of fifteen and became an
office boy at an estate agent, which
opened the door to his subsequent
career as a Surveyor and Valuer.
His weekly rent was more than he
actually earned at work and so had
to be supplemented by money
from gigs with a band called “The
Forerunners”. He had a lot of fun
playing with them and even made
a disc recorded on the Solar Record
label! Whilst doing all of these
things, he took a correspondence
course in Surveying and Valuing
[on the off chance he didn't end up
as a successful pop artist!] This

proved pivotal as, at the age of
twenty, he was “head hunted” by
one of the agency’s major property
developer clients, Wingate
Investments plc. This company
had built St Alphage House in the
City on London Wall, where he was
based and next door to which, he
recalls, there was a wooden door
with the mysterious letters "SERC"
on it. It would be another twenty
years before he understood what
those letters stood for. At twentyone years of age he became a
director of Wingate Investments,
but rather sadly, the property crash
of the early 1970s affected Wingate
which was sold to Wimpey.
In 1968 he married Dorianne,
their daughter Debra was born in
1969 and son James was born in
1972. Away from domestic life,
Brian’s business career, despite the
difficulties of a boom and bust
economy, somehow managed to
stay on track. He established James
Lewis & Co in 1972 which was to
be a specialist practice providing
property expertise throughout the
Commercial, Retail, Leisure and
Residential Markets. His client
portfolio is impressive, with names
like; The City of London
Corporation, RADA, P&O Property
Holdings and The Bedford Estates,
amongst many others. Oddly
enough, Brian, who had not yet
become a Mason and wasn’t aware
of any Masonic connection within
his family, in the mid 1970s came
across some old artefacts that had
9

belonged his maternal
grandfathers. They included a
gold Masonic fobwatch and a
curious piece of parchment
certificate with the enigmatic,
(well, at that time, at least),
number, 33°. This had been
issued in 1912 to a certain James
Lewis Litton by the Northern
Masonic Jurisdiction of the USA.
Apart from the curious
coincidence over his company
and the name on the parchment,
he also recounts another coincidence: in 1978 aged thirty
three, he became a Freemason.
Brian was initiated into the
Royal George Lodge 3539 in April
of that year, his proposer being
Ivor Shrago, who was to become a
prominent property law
practitioner. The Lodge
comprised mainly professional
men and it was not uncommon
for there to be, as part of the
evening’s work, a double
initiation followed by another
degree. Festive Boards were held
at the Connaught Rooms with as
many as 60 people dining. He
was exalted into Holy Royal Arch
in the Royal George Chapter in
1980, Installed as Master of the
Craft Lodge in 1987 and as First
Principal of the Chapter in 1992.
Having served his Masonic
apprenticeship, so to speak, his
first promotion came in 1994
when he was appointed to
London Grand Rank. Promotion
to London Grand Chapter Rank
came a bit later, in 2004.
Meanwhile in 1999, he became
founding editor of the
Cumberland Group News
Bulletin. Many other
appointments followed and it was
in 2004 05 that a proud Brian
Saidman initiated his son into
Royal George Lodge 3539.
Brian’s daughter Debra, of
course, could not join the Lodge
in her own right, but what better
than to get her new husband,
Warwick, to become a member?
A family wager was thus struck.
That Warwick would become a
Mason when James (Brian’s son)
and his wife had their first baby.
At the time this seemed a highly
unlikely proposition, as both
James and his wife had hectic
professional careers which might
10

have been thought to preclude
additions to the family early on in
their marriage. Needless to say, a
baby came along relatively
quickly] and even though he had
not been badgered about
becoming a Mason, the wager
was honoured and Warwick was
initiated by his father-in-law in
2010
Getting back to Brian’s own
Masonic career, he says that
being a Metropolitan Grand
Inspector is an
immensely rewarding but
ABOVE: Brian playing the drums.
certainly time consuming
BELOW: A more recent photo of Brian
activity in the “season”
with up to sixty hours a
with Dorianne.
week dedicated to
properly fulfil the role!
Looking after 96 lodges
might very well be
testament to such a
statement. However, on
becoming a Metropolitan
Grand Inspector, he was
appointed project leader of
the “R3” segments of the
R3M Initiatives. Retention,
addressing membership
resignations and
Rejuvenation to assist
support and advise failing
units, with dozens of masons
attending highly regarded
road shows. The third
segment, Recruitment, an
essential component of London
Freemasonry, seeks to ensure
that all ‘outside’ applications
1978 Initiated into Royal George Lodge
from those who wish to know
3539
more about joining Masonry,
1980 Exalted into Royal George Chapter
applications which previously
3539
had been regrettably underutilised. Along with Peter Lewin
1994 Appointed London Grand Rank
and Bob Hancock, the team now
2002 Direct promotion to Grand Rank as
efficiently codifies the potential
Past Assistant Grand Superintendent of
candidates, interviewing and
Works
selecting those found suitable. It
was interesting that a good
Assigned to Ripon Group as Visiting
proportion of the “applicants”
Grand Officer
lived outside the United Kingdom
2004 Appointed London Grand Chapter Rank
and even included a few women!
2007 Appointed Senior London Grand
To date approaching 200
applications have been
Chapter Rank
subsequently qualified with more
2009 Promoted to Metropolitan Grand
in the pipeline. Enough to form
Inspector, PSGD, PAGSoj, and then
the basis of five or six good sized
PGSoj
lodges!
Even with such a busy
2009 Appointed project leader of the R3
schedule, Brian still had and has
Initiatives
time to enjoy his favourite leisure
time pursuits such as shooting.

Masonic Career
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Five things you
didn't know about
Brian Saidman:

1 Played drums for a
60s pop group – The
Forerunners.
2 Had a hobby of
rebuilding old
London Taxis,
particularly Austin
Low Loaders.
3 Is a shooting
medallist having
competed at Bisley.
4 Is a Wine buff and
connoisseur.
5 Is a computer
programmer.
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This is where his CCF days at school
come into play. He joined the
Marylebone Rifle and Pistol Club in 1984
and is an active member as well as being
their Assistant Advising Surveyor. He is
also the Founder and Hon. Shooting
Captain of the Metropolitan Grand Lodge
Clay Shooting Association. Earlier the
initials SERC were mentioned as
adorning a doorway. Of course, the
initials stood for the “Stock Exchange
Rifle Club”; small world, indeed.
Brian is associated with a number of
charities which include the Teenage
Cancer Trust, Jewish Blind and Disabled,
the Mark Fisher Trust (lymphoma
cancer research) and amongst others
Aspire which assists people with spinal
injury; notable causes there is no doubt.
Finally, in terms of the difference
Brian has made to London Freemasonry,
he would like to think that his efforts in
directing the fifty-strong Retention team
with its ground breaking exit interview
initiatives has resulted in retrieving 30%
of all resignations. This, coupled with his
work to successfully reintroduce the

SUBSCRIPTION TO
M E T R O P O L I TA N

revised VRF1 visiting form and the VRF2
lodge information forms which advise
VOs of a Lodge's status, has made a great
difference to London, as an essential
part of the data capture procedures for
the management of MetGL/MetGC.
Brian still remembers the time that as an
Inspector he went to visit a brother who
was on his deathbed and presented him
with the collar and jewel of London
Grand Rank. Such is the nature of the
man and such is the nature of
Freemasonry.
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Interested in the "Men at the Top" series but prefer to read it in your armchair rather than at the desk?
We have had many readers saying that they would prefer
to read a printed copy of arena and that they don't enjoy
reading it on their iPad, or computer screen. If that is the
case for you and you would be interested in subscribing
for a copy, click below to complete the form

Subscription
Information:
CLICK HERE to
purchase a
year's
subscription to
arena.

Your name:
Address:

electronically or print and fill out the form below. The
cost is £18.00 for a year’s subscription but clearly if there
were significant numbers, that would drop. The data
collected below will only be used for this purpose.



Telephone:

email:

Fill in the form here online or print and return this form to:
The Subscriptions Manager, arena, MetGL/MetGC, PO Box 29055, London WC2B 5UN
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THE METROPOLITAN OFFICERS MESS
Members of the Met GL Golf Society
make a presentation to the MetGM.

Guest speaker, the
Rt Hon Michael
Portillo addresses
the Brethren.

The MetGM recieves a cheque from
the MetGL Shooting Society.
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The Metropolitan Officers Mess
or "Met Mess" as it is popularly
known came together in
September to continue its
programme of supportive
fellowship and non-Masonic
talks in a Masonic atmosphere.
With two cheque presentations
to the MetGM, the premiere of
the Royal College of Surgeons
of England's video on its
Freemasons' surgical research
fellowships and a famous guest
speaker over a four course
dinner at the Grange Hotel, in
the City, meant that the
evening was a busy one with
friends, old and new, coming
together to chat and listen.
After dinner, cheque
presentations were made to RW
Bro. Russell Race: £4,500 for
the MMC, raised by the efforts
of the Metropolitan Grand
Lodge Golf Society was
presented by W. Bro Bob
Hancock, PDepGSuptWks and
W. Bro Indu Chatrath, PGStB. A
£2,500 donation to the MMC,
raised by the Metropolitan Clay
Shooting Association was
presented by W. Bro Brian
Saidman, PSGD, Metropolitan
Grand Inspector, with W. Bro
Keith Goodman, PAGDC. In
response, Brian was formally
presented with the InterProvincial Shooting
Championship cup which had
been won by the Metropolitan
team. This was followed by the
RCSE video, designed for the
general public's viewing on the
MetGL "YouTube" channel
(look for "MetGLandMetGC" in

Google) and which was
introduced in an additional
video presentation made by the
MetGM (see page 12 for more
on the making of this video)
and for which W. Bro John
Oram, SLGR, in whose film
studios the video had been
recorded, was thanked by the
MetGM.
The film over, it was then
time to sit back and listen to
The Rt. Hon. Michael Portillo,
well-known for his previous
career as a government
minister, but perhaps better
known as the television "Great
British Railways" presenter. Mr
Portillo mentioned that,
although he had never been
personally involved with the
Freemasons, he was aware of
the large amount of good done
by them. He talked of his close
working relationship with
Baroness Thatcher and other
major political figures, giving
listening brethren an insider's
viewpoint on political life, both
on the serious as well as the
lighter moments. He then
went on to talk about his work
as a television presenter and
gave us a sneak preview into
some of the railway films that
are due to come to the screen
in 2014 and beyond.
Well-fed and entertained,
those present had an excellent
evening and thanks are due to
W. Bro Tony Hawley, PGStB
and W. Bro John Parry, SLGR
for their splendid organisation
of this excellent event.
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THE LORD
MAYOR'S
SHOW 2013
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Bro. Dan Rein covered the event for arena and like the
marching brethren, is to be highly commended for total
indefatigability in the face of pouring rain!

O

ne could clearly sense
something was afoot, as I
neared St. Barts Hospital to where I
had been summoned for 08:30am. A
multitude of Military Bands,
Regiments and other groups all
alighting from their transport, in
preparation for the Lord Mayor’s
Parade of 2013.
Thanks to the ancient and justified
concerns of King John, every newlyelected Lord Mayor is required to
leave the safety of the City of
London, travel upriver to distant

Bros. Abdallah, Ververidis and
Whipday, all ready for the off!
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Westminster and swear loyalty to the
Crown. It even has its own app! (see
here: Lord Mayor's Show App.)
According to the organisers, The
Lord Mayor's Show has for 798 years
marched its way through history,
arriving in the 21st century as one of
the world’s best-loved pageants. Over
the centuries, the rowdy and joyful
medieval festival, became today's
modern procession, cheered by a
crowd of around half a million
people and watched live on the BBC
by millions more and from whom,
this year, rather
notably, we had our
best ever coverage!
W. Bro John Parry,
SLGR, organizes the
parade for
Metropolitan Grand
Lodge: “Fifty-four
lodges and other
Masonic institutions

and charities are represented by
banners and eighty brethren are
taking part in the Parade. It was very
important for us as the organizers
that lodges were represented, as they
ARE the Metropolitan Grand Lodge”,
he informed me. At 08:30, the
participating brethren representing
Metropolitan Grand Lodge gathered
in the Henry VIII room at Bart's for
breakfast and the pre-march briefing
from W. Bro Keith Alexander, PGStB.
As we prepared I asked Janos Gal,
marching with the Connaught Club
banner, why he was marching? “I
won my place for the show through a
competition on the Club's Facebook
page, where everyone was asked to
write a caption for a photograph of
last year's Christmas party and mine
won. I saw a documentary about the
Lord Mayor's Show in August and
ever since I have wanted to take
part, so it was a great coincidence

No dampened spirits.
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Metropolitan
Grand Steward,
W. Bro Tim Law
LGR gives a high
five to the crowd.
that I won! I have never done
anything like this before, so I do not
really know what to expect! I'm also
looking forward to lunch in the Great
Hall at Bart's afterwards!”
Despite the dismal weather
forecast, the crowds turned out in
droves, and had lined up several
rows deep along the route and, as in
previous years, the Freemasons were
very well applauded. As we
marched along in the pouring rain,
Steven Savvas, of Hellenic Lodge
No.7270, and master "high-five"-er of
the day, mused: “The reception from
the public is absolutely amazing.
Despite the torrential rain, everyone
is in such good spirits. What a
fabulous day"” And then he was off
again highfive-ing forward. At the
feeding station at the route's end, the
brethren were called from labour to
refreshment and I was able to chat
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with a few brethren and asked how
the parade had been for them, so far.
“I am surprised how well everyone
reacted”, said George Langley from
Lodge of Truth No 6063. “It has been
excellent fun despite the weather,
and fantastic to see such a large
crowd of all ages”, added Comp. Scott
Dunn of Cator Chapter No
2266.“This has been a very
interesting experience. I honestly did
not expect it to be like this”, said
Edoardo El-Attrache of the Royal
Standard Lodge No 1258, “Next year
we must remember plastic gloves in
addition the plastic ponchos!".
Once recalled from refreshment to
labour, the brethren marched back to
the starting point at Barts where
lunch was served for 177 brethren,
friends and family who had joined
RW Bro. Russell Race, MetGM, in the
Great Hall.

Towels were of course at a
premium at this time but finally,
warmed and dry (well, dry-ish until
later), seated with family and wellwishing supporters, it was time for
the marchers to take a well-earned
rest... until next year?!

The marchers lunch with family,
friends and supporters.
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SCOUT THANKS AT
MARATHON LGR/LR
INVESTITURE

At the London Grand Rank (LGR) and
London Rank (LR) Investiture in
November, RW Bro Russell Race,
MetGM, formally invested nearly 400
brethren with LGR and LR, in the
usual magnificent ceremony. Given
the numbers of brethren being
honoured, the Investiture was, as
usual, split into morning and
afternoon sessions, depending on the
recipients' lodge numbers, with those
invested/about to be invested coming
together with their friends and
supporters for a celebratory lunch at
the Grand Connaught Rooms in the
centre of the day.
The morning Investiture of around
190 brethren completed, the
Metropolitan Grand Master formally
"called off" and the doors of the Grand
Temple were opened to receive a
16

delegation of London Scouts and their
leaders in procession with banners. A
special invitation to London Scouts
had been made in connection with
the £500,000 national grant to
Scouting made by the Freemasons
Grand Charity and to specifically hear
what difference the money had made
in London. The young men and
women had rehearsed in another
place, so when the bronze doors were
opened, it was the first time that most
of them had seen the Grand Temple.
It is to their credit that their
procession entered faultlessly! Used to
seeing ourselves as we are, one can
only imagine the strong impression
that the first sight of a packed Grand
Temple might make, especially on
those Scouts who were led up the
staircase to the dais to meet the
MetGM! Imagine the sight of nearly
one thousand applauding brethren on
a first-timer!!
Three of the Scouts, Louise Preedy,
Emma Drinkwater and George Davis
then gave short, informative
addresses. They all spoke of how
much Scouting meant to them...as
George expressed it "The very best
part of my experience of Scouting,
whether cleaning the toilets at the
church, screaming on the rides at
Alton Towers, or completing the
Southern 50 hike – tired, aching but
proud – is the people that I have
shared these moments with. My
fellow Scouts: my friends; my family,

with whom I am completely
comfortable". In fact at one point in
the speech, there was absolute silence
as some of the assembled brethren,
remembered their own Scouting days
and the difference it had made to
them, or felt happy that a Masonic
donation had brought such keenly felt
pleasure. With the affinity between
Masonry and Scouting so apparent, it
was clear that this was one London
relationship that should only get
stronger, particularly if more brethren
join the significant numbers of adults
volunteering with Scout groups in one
way or another. Tumultuous applause
followed the speeches and then, the
Scouts' delegation proudly led the
processions out of the Temple to the
sounds of the Grand Organ, playing a
March by Gounod.
The Scouts had all been invited to
the lunch and were split into pairs at
various tables. An amusing and
banterful speech from the Deputy
MetGM, RW Bro, Michael Ward, PJGW,
proposing the health of the MetGM,
was greeted with laughter and
applause, not least by the protagonist,
who gave his own equally witty
response. Lunch and the speeches
over, the MetGM and his Officers
returned to the Temple and called on
Metropolitan Grand Lodge for the
second Investiture ceremony. A
further 180 brethren were invested in
a ceremony that was a splendid equal
to the morning's meeting and
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providing a pleasing symmetry for the
whole day, centred as it was around
those brethren whose service to
London had gained them their
honours.
As the MetGM said, in his address,
"For those of you receiving honours,
this is a very special day and marks
the shift from regarding yourselves as
being just a member of a London

lodge to becoming a fully participating
member of the wider London Masonic
community". Echoing his words, it
was also good to see that Masonry in
the wider community, as represented
by our Scouting visitors, also had a
good day. Scouting development
officer, Mrs Debbie Evans later said
that the young people had enjoyed
themselves hugely, not only in the

Grand Temple but also at the formal
lunch. Any brethren that would like
to offer their services as volunteers to
the Scouts (noting that they have a
full range of opportunities from as
little as an hour a week, to fuller
involvement) can contact her at
debbie.Evans@scouts.org.uk.

Shield of David Lodge No. 7926 50 th Anniversary Meeting
T
he brethren and guests of Shield
of David Lodge No. 7926 came
together at the Southgate Masonic
Centre on October 3rd 2013 to
celebrate the Lodge's 50th
anniversary. The meeting was well
attended with VW. Bro David
Wilkinson, PGSwdB, Asst.
Metropolitan Grand Master; W. Bro.
Philip Summers, PSGD, Metropolitan
Grand Inspector; W. Bro. Derick
Finlayson, PGStB, (SVO) and W. Bro.
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Howard Stone, SLGR (VO) in
attendance, together with many other
distinguished brethren.
The Worshipful Master, W. Bro
Hitan Naik performed an excellent
double Passing ceremony for Bros.
Mahindrasinh Jadeja and Neil Patel,
assisted most ably by Bro. Vishalsinh
Vaghela as Senior Deacon. W. Bro.
Saurabh Patel acted as Junior Deacon
and had the pleasure of escorting his
son Neil.

An excellent delivery of the Second
Degree Working Tools was given by
Bro. Raj Jadeja, with the ceremony
culminating in a superb presentation
of the Second Degree Tracing Board,
by Bro. Nandan Kumar.
The Festive Board was enjoyed by
all and the evening finished with
superb entertainment from comedian
Bro. Ian Richards, who kept the
audience very much amused.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Luxury for less
Exclusive rates for Masonic
dinners and drinks.
The refurbished Edwardian 4-star Kingsley Hotel by Thistle is the
ideal setting for Masonic dinners in the heart of Bloomsbury.
Enjoy our delicious 3-course Masonic dinner menu all from £20,
with discounted drinks we’ll make your evening perfect!
As well as Masonic dining we have a fully appointed Lodge
Room that holds up to 20 in comfort and at a competitive rate.
Meet in style. For Masonic events email:
thekingsley@thistle.co.uk

Terms and conditions apply. Subject to availability.
Alternative menus available on request.

KINGSLEY LONDON

thistle.com

The Met Grand Chapter Stewards shine
at SGC's Bicentenary Celebrations
W. Bro David Luckins, SLGR, MetGSuptWks, a member of
the MetGC Stewards demo team shares thoughts about the
stress and indeed, satisfaction of being picked to assist in
celebrating the Bicentenary of Supreme Grand Chapter.

T

he DC of the MetGC Stewards
Demo Team, David Thompson,
had known a year beforehand what a
task had been set, which only gave him
a whole year to worry about it! The
Preceptor of the demo team, Keith
Tallon, the Third Grand Principal of
MetGC, had made it very clear what a
wonderful honour this was: to
represent not just Metropolitan Grand
Chapter but to be an integral part of the
18

Bi-Centenary celebrations of Supreme
Grand Chapter! No pressure then...!
The line up was agreed in March, with
every contingency being covered, each
position having not only a first
understudy, but also a second.
We met monthly as a team to do our
normal work, but when it came to July,
August and September the bar was
raised with more frequent meetings to
help towards providing perfection

under the huge spotlights. By October,
we were meeting weekly and the
pressure was growing and growing.
Not surprisingly everyone turned up at
least an hour and a half beforehand!
One of us said as a joke, (but really it
wasn't), "Has anyone been in the
situation where it could be 1000 people
correcting you if you get something
wrong?" All too soon we were at the
Grand Temple watching all the
companions take their seats. If there
was ever a reason to say OMG, it was
then!
We all did well. It wasn't as flawless
as we would have liked, but we
survived. Afterwards we were asked to
join a photograph with the rulers. The
one official photo for the bicentenary
celebrations, which would be looked at
by future generations had the Met
Team in it - WOW!, another huge
honour! - and afterwards, quiet
satisfaction at a job well done and
enjoyed by all, we hope!
ISSUE 15

ANOTHER
SUCCESSFUL
AMULL FESTIVAL
T

he
Association
of Medical,
Legal and
University
Lodges
celebrated their
13th festival in
Cambridge just
missing the last
edition of
arena. Over
130 brethren,
wives, partners
and guests congregated to celebrate
the Festival with the DepGM, RW
Bro. Jonathan Spence, Mrs. Spence,
the PGM for Cambridgeshire, RW Bro
Rodney Wolverson and Mrs
Wolverson at Queens' College in
Cambridge. The host Lodge this
year was the Isaac Newton
University Lodge No. 859 whose
normal Lodge meetings are held at
their own premises near to the city
centre. As normal, the participants
attended an Ecumenical Service in
the very beautiful College chapel,
led by the W Bro. Nigel Pett.
The Service was followed by a
lecture on ' The story of Freemasons
Hall, Great Queen Street ' given by
the Prestonian lecturer 2011, W. Bro
James Campbell, AGSuptWks. This
was an inspiring talk about the
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evolution of Freemasons' gatherings
in London, beginning with the Goose
and Gridiron public house near St
Paul's in 1717 and culminating with
Freemasons' Hall. The speaker's
knowledge was vast and this was
complemented greatly by his deep
personal interest in the subject (he is
also a College Fellow and a Senior
lecturer at the Dept. of Architecture
at Cambridge!). The Festival moved
to the lawns of King's College for
drinks, followed by a luncheon in
the Hall (see picture). The Festival
culminated with some excellent
speeches and the presentation of this
year's AMULL Bursaries to Dominic
Burrell,
Brasenose
College,
Oxford, by
the Deputy
Grand
Master.
Thanks for
a wellplanned and
very
enjoyable
day are due
to The
Master and
Fellows of
both
Queens'
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College and King's College,
Cambridge for their kind hosting of
the event, but also to the Deputy
Grand Master for using his good
offices to facilitate access to the
College; to VW Bro. Graham
Redman, DepGSec, for his services
as DC at the Lunch; to W. Bro Justin
Bishop for co-ordinating the
bookings; and to the Festival's coordinating Director, W. Bro Prof Mike
Jones, PAGDC. Last but certainly
not least, many thanks are due to W
Bro. Charles Akle, PJGD for taking
the photos at another excellent
AMULL festival.

Prizewinner
Dominic Burrell
with the DepGM.
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FAMOUS
LONDONERS:

SIR JOHN
SOANE

Continuing our series on famous
London masons, W. Bro Stan Marut
gives a new appreciation of the
well-known architect and genius.

M

any Metropolitan Freemasons
enjoy visiting Freemasons' Hall
as part of regular attendance at their
lodges or chapters. Whilst the
splendour of the current edifice at
Great Queen Street is to be admired,
it is only part of a long history of
Masonic building and design which
began in the 1770's. The first
Freemasons' Hall was completed in
Great Queen Street in 1776 to the
design of Thomas Sandby. John
Soane would have been twenty three
at the time and engrossed in his
studies of architecture.
Born in 1753 at Goring on Thames,
then part of Berkshire, John Soan,
was the son of a builder/bricklayer
and it is likely that he assisted his
brother who was a journeyman
bricklayer. From this rudimentary
beginning the young Soan (who
added the “e” to the end of his
surname on marriage) progressed to
train as an architect under the
pupillage of George Dance the
Younger in 1768. His studies began
at the Royal Academy in 1771. It
might be no coincidence that he won
the Royal Academy’s Gold Medal in
1776 the year that the first
Freemasons' Hall was opened with
great ceremony on the 19th May.
He won a travelling scholarship
which allowed him to undertake the
Grand Tour in Europe where he was
able, at first hand, to admire the
Renaissance and Baroque styles of
20

architecture
which
influenced
the many
structures he
completed during his lifetime.
John Soane became a Freemason
in 1813, aged sixty, joining the Grand
Master’s Lodge No 1 of the Antients.
He was Initiated, Passed and Raised
during the meeting on 25th
November. He was subsequently
promoted to the rank of Grand
Superintendent of Works, a post he
held until his death in 1837, as a
probable recognition of his work on
behalf of the Craft in purchasing the
house and premises adjoining the
Freemasons Tavern thus allowing for
its subsequent redevelopment. Other
posts followed and he also served on
the Grand Lodge Board of Finance in
1823 and the Board of General
Purposes from 1828 – 1834. He was
knighted in 1831.
Shortly after his initiation in 1813
John Soane was given the task of
hurriedly designing an Ark which
was to be used at the ceremony to
celebrate the Union of the Antients
and Moderns to symbolize the
Masonic ideals of sociability and
fraternity. The ark was to contain an
image of the arms of both Grand
Lodges. It was not representative of
the biblical ark, which was made of
acacia, but was a different concept
being just over four feet high and

over three feet wide and made of
mahogany wood. Being triangular it
had a column on each corner
representing the Doric, Ionic and
Corinthian styles, symbols of
wisdom, strength and beauty.
In 1821 it had been decided that
there should be a remodelling of the
Great Hall which had been designed
by Thomas Sandby. Soane presented
his plans to Prince Augustus, the
Duke of Sussex, the sixth son of
George III, who had become the first
Grand Master of the new United
Grand Lodge of England. It was later
in 1828 that final plans were realised
that would lead to the construction
of this new Masonic Hall, which has
been called his finest piece – “the
climax of his preoccupation of dome
lit spaces”. Soane, being a serious
Freemason, had contributed the sum
of £500 toward the cost of this new
Masonic Hall: this in addition to
being an avid contributor to Masonic
Charities.
His architecture reflected his own
Deistic philosophy which he had
gleaned from his reading and
understanding of the French
Enlightenment. This concept of
Deism was a philosophy which saw
God’s existence as proven by reason
ISSUE 15
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and observation and not by a
personal God who acted within the
world. It is no surprise, therefore,
that Soane’s own designs for
mausoleums and sepulchral chapels
always excluded particular
references to Christianity.
Soane’s new Masonic Hall is
described and is likened to a stage
scene with furniture elaborately laid
out but yet not yet occupied by the
actors. The following will be familiar
to all Craft Freemasons where in this
newly constructed Lodge Room
there is a ceremonial chair for the
Master of the Lodge, flanked by
Chairs for the Immediate Past Master
and the visiting dignitary. Similarly
there is accommodation for the
Wardens as well as the Deacons and
Director of Ceremonies. The Greater
and the Lesser Lights are also
represented and near to the centre of
the room is his Ark.
Although this construction has
been lost to the modern Freemason,
we can only surmise from the
descriptions and sketches available
to us of its grandeur and opulence
(see picture above). The great
tragedy is that Soane’s Masonic Hall
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was entirely demolished in 1863 to
make way for the building to the
design of a certain Frederick Pepys
Cockerell, with a familial line of
descent from the famous diarist
Samuel Pepys. It was an irony that
he, having become a member of
Grand Lodge was responsible for the
demolition of Soane’s masterpiece
whilst acting as Grand
Superintendent of Works and even
more ironical, perhaps, was his being
a trustee of the Sir John Soane
Museum in Lincoln’s Inn Fields.
The loss of the Temple interior has
been described by the author David
Watkins in The Journal of the
Society of Architectural Historians –
Freemasonry and Sir John Soane,
Vol. 54, No 4 Dec., 1995 pp 4402 –
417 – University of California Press,
as a tragedy. The author states that it
was probably a more complete
physical expression of Masonic
metaphor than was achieved by
Soane’s contemporaries. He goes on
to state that, “Soane in his attempt to
reconcile the apparent contradictory
elements of Greek, Gothic, Tudor
and Baroque architecture, as well as
uniting the senses of sight and sound

with the world of structure and
illusion, may have found within
these endeavours an echo of the
Masonic ideal of harmonizing
discordant features in the sphere of
human history and society”.
Although the work of Sir John
Soane in Great Queen Street is a part
of the "memory" of Grand Lodge in
general, his legacy does live on in
the many other works he has left
behind including places that may
already be familiar to London
Masons. These include Holy Trinity
Church, Marylebone; Pitshanger
Manor; Dulwich Picture Gallery;
some additions to the Royal Hospital
Chelsea as well as his own
development at Lincoln Inn Fields of
his home and subsequent museum.
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T H E M E N AT T H E T O P :

JONATHAN MEAD
In the latest in our most popular series,
W. Bro Stan Marut meets up with Metropolitan
Grand Inspector, Jonathan Mead.

J

ABOVE: Jonathan Mead’s Grandfather.
BELOW: Jonathan Mead as a boy.
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onathan Mead’s masonic career is
like a Who’s Who of Masonry in
Sussex and East Anglia as well as
London. He is married to Gail, has
three grown daughters and lives in
East Anglia. Born in 1953, raised
and educated in Eastbourne, East
Sussex, he comes from good
“Masonic stock” with his father and
grandfather having both been
London Masons. His grandfather
had died in 1954 and he didn’t know
him being a toddler at the time. He
describes his grandfather as an
enthusiastic and devoted
Freemason who put his heart and
soul into his Masonic activities
after being widowed. He was a
Grand Officer (PAGDC) in Ebury
Lodge No. 1348 and a Supreme
Grand Chapter Officer in Ebury
Chapter, both of which regrettably
handed their warrants in some
time ago. His father was a
member of Old Brentwoods Lodge
No. 5432 but because of business
commitments at home and abroad,
did not go through the Chair
It was, perhaps, inevitable that
Jonathan eventually made it into
Freemasonry. Initially he was asked
to join the Craft whilst still a student,
but declined as he thought it was
likely to be unaffordable for him at
that time. Nevertheless when the
time was right he was Initiated into
Old Finchleians’ Lodge No. 5409
London in 1981. His initiation took
place at the Abercorn Rooms at the
Great Eastern Hotel in the fantastic
Grecian Temple that many
Metropolitan Masons will remember.
Jonathan believed that all Masonic
Temples would look like this, but
was quickly brought down to earth,
as after he had been Raised he
visited lodge rooms elsewhere which
were far less opulent!
Until after being Raised, Jonathan

had not put his hand in his pocket
for joining and other fees and he was
concerned that a heavy bill was
accumulating. Suffice to say that he
had a “guardian angel” in W. Bro.
Tony Martin LGR, his proposer and
mentor, who had paid for everything.
Tony had told Jonathan that had his
father been alive he would have
done the same and that he would
have the opportunity to reciprocate
at some future date as appropriate.
Jonathan describes W.Bro. Tony
Martin as the epitome of all that a
mentor should be. Other brethren
who have been a significant
influence on Jonathan’s Masonic life
are RW. Bro David Llewellyn,
PProvGM (Sussex), who encouraged
his Masonic research; VW Bro. The
Rev. Neville B. Cryer, MA, PGChap;
and VW. Bro John Hamill, PGSwdB,
who checked and provided
invaluable guidance on his draft
Masonic talks. Jonathan also made
the point that he would not have
been interviewed today had VW Bro.
Charles Grace, PGSwdB not
appointed him a VGO in the Ripon
Group.
Jonathan became Master of the
Old Finchleians Lodge No. 5409 in
1997 whilst also Master of the East
Sussex Masters’ Lodge No. 8449. It
was as Installing Master in that lodge
that Jonathan experienced his most
embarrassing (but fun) moment. The
Provincial Team were present and
when the time came for him to
invite the new Master to Appoint
and Invest his Officers he made the
classic slip – “Worshipful Mother”!
There is no doubt that the occasional
‘slip’ (and there are many wellknown ones) adds to the enjoyment
of a meeting.
Jonathan’s career has been in
teaching and his earlier academic
life saw him as Physics, Chemistry
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LEFT: Jonathan
Mead at CERN.

RIGHT: Jonathan Mead
performing
magic.

and Maths teacher at Eastbourne
Grammar and High School in 1979.
This would later become Eastbourne
Sixth Form College. However, in a
move to East Anglia in 2001, both his
teaching and Masonic careers were
uprooted and he said a fond farewell
to Sussex Masonry and hello to
Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire.
The career move meant a promotion
to Head of Science at Thetford
Grammar School followed by later
appointments as Head of Sixth Form
and eventually by Director of
Studies. Jonathan retired from
teaching in 2013. As a science
teacher it would be no surprise to
learn that his professional
qualifications include the following;
Chartered Scientist, Chartered
Physicist, Fellow of the Royal Society
of Arts as well as member of the
Institute of Physics.
Jonathan has developed a
proficiency in Masonic lectures
which include some of the following
talks: The Origin and Development
of the Masonic Apron; The Origin
and Development of Lodge Tracing
Boards; Mathematics in
Freemasonry; The Royal Arch and
the Astrological Symbols;
Mathematics in Freemasonry –
Progression to The Holy Royal Arch.
The mind boggles at the titles but
there is no doubt that such lectures
have a place in Freemasonry. Not
only has Jonathan developed his
interests by providing the talks
described above, he has also had an
interest in ritual and the Landmarks
of Freemasonry. Thus, he believes,
an Initiate who promises to obey the
Landmarks and the Master who
promises to enforce them, must
know what it is to be obeyed and
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what is to be enforced.
Jonathan has two regrets in that he
would have loved to have met his
grandfather who was referred to as
‘Dracula’ in the Lodge, not because
he bore any resemblance to Bela
Lugosi, but because as Lodge Charity
Representative he had the knack of
politely and courteously getting the
brethren to open their wallets to part
with cash!. He also regrets that
neither his father nor his proposer
into Freemasonry lived long enough
to see his promotion to Grand Rank
in 2000. Jonathan did, however,
manage to meet another Mason who
knew his grandfather. The brother
concerned, who lived in Eastbourne,
Jonathan’s home town, was in a
wheelchair. He was very excited to
talk to Jonathan about his Mother
Lodge which Jonathan’s grandfather
had been a member of, Ebury Lodge.
A while after, Jonathan was being
Installed for a second time as Master
of Langport Lodge No. 8072, when
the same brother appeared,
seemingly fully recovered. After the
meeting he presented his Masonic
Bible to Jonathan which had the
names of Jonathan's grandfather and
his grandfather’s two brothers
inscribed inside,. These are such
wonderful moments in Freemasonry
when the past shines through to the
present.
Jonathan has strong views on
ritual and believes that
understanding the real Masonic
secret is not necessarily a “word” but
is the experience in being in a Lodge
Room and Festive Board with fellow
Freemasons. He describes the
feeling when, for example, a father
initiates his son. Surely there is such
love and empathy between them

Masonic Career
1981

Initiated in Old Finchleians’
Lodge No. 5409, aged 27
1984 Exalted into Royal Connaught
Chapter No. 2676 (Sussex)
1989 WM of Langport Lodge No.
8072 (Sussex) (and again in
2000)
1995 ProvGStwd (Sussex)
1995 MEZ of Royal Connaught
Chapter No. 2676 (Sussex)
1996 PPrSGD (Sussex)
1997 Provincial Information Officer
(Sussex)
1997 WM of Old Finchleians’ Lodge
No. 5409
1999 ProvGStB (RA), Sussex
2004 Visiting Grand Officer
2007 Provincial Information Officer
(Cambridgeshire)
2010 SLGCR
2010 Metropolitan Grand Inspector
and promoted to PSGD and
PAGSoj
2012 Promoted PGSoj

Jonathan is also a member of Craft
lodges and RA chapters in Norfolk,
Suffolk and Cambridgeshire, is a
member of Pegu Chapter No. 1268 and
an honorary member of two London
Lodges and a Sussex Lodge. He is a
Founder of three Craft lodges and
three Rose Croix Chapters.
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which might be felt by all
present, he says.
His legacy would be for
Masonic talks to be part of
every lodge’s annual
programme. He believes
that Masonic education
leads to a better
understanding of the
ritual, as a Master who
knows what he is saying
and understands its

meaning and background,
will come across more
fluently in the lodge and
be better appreciated by
the brethren. Clearly,
Jonathan’s programme of
Masonic talks and lectures
is a step in the right
direction and lodges which
sometimes have difficulty
in filling their Masonic
calendar might take heed!

Jonathan with his
wife Gail.

Five things you didn't know about Jonathan Mead:

1 Was nearly arrested in Kenya in 1977 for taking a photo of the President without permission.
2 Visited CERN in Geneva twice at the time of the Higgs-Boson experiments.
3 Has been a member of the International Brotherhood of Magicians.
4 Holds an amateur radio licence: G6TDW.

5 Enjoys watching all types of car racing and owns a Jaguar XKR.

IS FREEMASONRY BECOMING COOL?

B

rethren will know Time Out as the listings magazine
for London, but it also runs articles and features
designed to inform Londoners about what's new and
exciting in terms of trends and fashions in the Capital. It
seems that there has been a bit of a craze for Masonic
iconography being used as the decor for several nightclubs
and of course, it is well known that the listed Grecian
temple in the old Great Eastern Hotel is used for anything
from discos to dinners.
Whilst researching this topic for Time Out, their Music
and Clubs Editor felt he should get in touch with
Freemasons and contacted both MetGL and UGLE to ask if
he could meet up with younger Masons to ask them if, in
their opinion, Freemasonry was "cool". The
Communications teams of both worked together to bring
members of the Connaught Club to meet him and indeed,
to demonstrate that, in our view, Masonry has always been
cool! The young men interviewed, Neil Thomas Allen (St
George, Bahrain Lodge No. 7389), Colin Luther Davis
(Gradation Lodge No. 6368) and Peter Whipday (Grecia
Lodge No. 1105) are to be commended not only on their
acting as excellent ambassadors for Masonry in general and
for London in particular, but also for their "cool" behaviour!
Pick up your own copy and judge for yourself!
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So what's
S.R.I.A. all
about then?

arena

arena’s Chris Starnes takes a look at the SRIA order...

T

he Societas Rosicruciana in
Anglia (Society of Rosicrucians
in England or SRIA) is an
independent, Christian society.
Admission is restricted to Master
Masons who are subscribing
members of a Lodge under the
Grand Lodge of England or a
jurisdiction in amity with Grand
Lodge and who accept and believe
in the fundamental principles of
the Trinitarian Christian faith. More
and more Freemasons are looking
to the Christian degrees for answers
to the questions confronted during
their daily advancement in Masonic
knowledge. The SRIA provides a
path where those questions can be
considered, researched and
discussed.
The Rosicrucian Society of
England was founded in 1867 by
the Freemason, Robert Wentworth
Little and six other brethren,
following the discovery of certain
manuscripts in the archives of
Grand Lodge. Many eminent and
scholarly Masons have been
members of the Order including
William Wynn Westcott and Arthur
Edward Waite. W.W. Westcott was a
Crown Coroner and was Master of
Quatuor Coronati Research Lodge
in 1893/4. He published many
books including “Introduction to
Kabalah”. A.E. Waite, born in New
York to English parents, moved to
England following the early death
of his father. He was a lifelong
student of the hidden mysteries of
nature and science and a prolific
writer on those subjects. Amongst
his works is "An Encyclopedia of
Freemasonry “, published in 1921.
Since its foundation, the Society
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has been a natural home for
Masons seeking intellectual and
spiritual fulfillment. Its aims are to
afford mutual aid and
encouragement in resolving the
great problems of Life, and in
discovering the Secrets of Nature; to
facilitate the study of the system of
philosophy founded upon the
Kabbalah and the doctrines of
Hermes Trismegistus, which was
inculcated by the original Fratres
Rosae Crucis (Brotherhood of the
Red Cross) of Germany, A.D. 1450;
and to investigate the meaning and
symbolism of all that now remains
of the wisdom, art and literature of
the Ancient World.
The Society provides an outlet for
sharing insights, learning and
experiences with others through
presenting papers and by joining
study and discussion groups. A
member of the Society (called a
frater, Latin for ‘brother’) aspires to
progress through a series of nine
grades, each having its own
colourful and impressive ritual
ceremony, in three distinct Orders.
The first four are worked within a
college; the next three are usually
worked at a provincial meeting and
are prerequisites for a frater going
into the chair as Celebrant (the
equivalent of Worshipful Master).
The degrees beyond that are given
at discretion for, and in anticipation
of, service to the Society. Each of
the grade ceremonies focuses on a
different aspect of symbolism and
after the ceremony, study material
is provided which details more
information for study and
reflection.
Members are also encouraged to
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read original papers and extracts
from the works of others and to join
in the discussions that arise. These
take place both within the college
and at study groups attached to
colleges. Members have researched
and presented papers on diverse
subjects including Number

Symbolism, Alchemy, Artificial
Intelligence and Shamanism as well
as biographies of eminent
philosophers of Science, Esotericism
and Mysticism such as Dr Dee and
Robert Fludd. The regalia of the
order is a simple jewel. The first
order jewel (covering the first four
degrees) is suspended from a green
ribbon and the second order jewel is
suspended from a yellow ribbon [see
inset picture].
The philosophy of the Rosicrucian
Fraternity is based on the aspirations
of its legendary founder Christian
Rosenkreutz, a German of noble
birth and monastic education who,
having sojourned in the East in
search of enlightenment, sought to
bring the ancient knowledge he had
gained back to the West. Originally a
secret Order, the Rosicrucians came
to light one hundred and twenty
years after the founder’s death, as an
established but ‘invisible’ fraternity
through the publication of two
manifestos; the Fama Fraternitatis
and the Confessio Fraternitatis (the
Fame and the Confession of the
Fraternity). These were published in
Germany in 1614/15, and invited all
the learned people of Europe to join
in an educational, moral and
scientific reformation of society.
Rosicrucianism has always been
concerned with individual and
fraternal search for divine
enlightenment for the benefit of the
individual in particular, and of
society in general.
In common with Freemasonry,
Rosicrucianism is concerned with
encouraging the Fellowship of Man
and with understanding the true
nature and purpose of his place in

Creation. The spiritual journey of
understanding one’s relationship
with the Creator is peculiarly unique
and individual, but it need not be
lonely. The Society provides a
means whereby that journey can be
enjoyed in the company of likeminded brethren. The S.R.I.A. now
invites all Trinitarian Christian
Master Masons seeking further
enlightenment to join and to
participate in the objects of fraternal
assembly; the diffusion of Light and
the advancement of Science.
The Head of the Order is John
Paternoster, Supreme Magus. The
Society is governed internationally
by The Supreme Magus assisted by
his High Council. It is divided into
Provinces, each governed by a Chief
Adept. The Chief Adepts are
responsible for the Colleges within
their respective Provinces. Each
College is presided over by a
Celebrant and his officers are elected
or appointed annually. The
Metropolitan College meets several
times a year and also has open
meetings at Mark Masons Hall at
which papers on a variety of subjects
are regularly delivered and
discussed. The High Council of the
Society has a library of three
thousand esoteric volumes,
including some rare and valuable
first editions. These have recently
been indexed and catalogued and are
available for members to read and
borrow in order to further their
researches.
Brethren wishing to find out more
about this very interesting Order
may refer to the following website
http://sria.info/.

London Masonic Bowling Association
T

he LMBA played indoor matches
against Watford Indoor Bowling
Club and Finchley and District
Bowling Association. Unfortunately,
not many members of the LMBA are
indoor bowlers and they lost both
matches. However, in their recent
match against Berkshire Masonic
Bowling Association the LMBA won
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on three rinks to two with a 14 shot
margin.
On 21st November the LMBA held a
pre-Christmas lunch which was
attended by over 40 members and
guests.
At the AGM in April all offices will
be declared vacant In order to
encourage new blood onto the

Executive. The LMBA invites all
London Masons who are recognised
bowlers to apply for membership to
the LMBA Secretary W. Bro. Peter
Frost 0208 363 3099 or LMBA
President W. Bro. John Laurence
0208 275 0677 or at
johnl15@talktalk.net.
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NATIONAL
WESTMINSTER
LODGE CENTENARY
N

ational Westminster Lodge No
3647 celebrated its Centenary
meeting at Freemasons’Hall, London
on Saturday the 19th of October.
After the Lodge was opened, VW
Bro. Patrick Johnson PGSwdB,
Assistant Metropolitan Grand Master,
presented the Centenary Warrant to
the Master, W.Bro John Bennett,
SLGR, and congratulated the Lodge
on its achievements. After
presenting the Worshipful Master
with his Centenary Jewel, VW Bro.
Johnson then read a greeting to the
Lodge from RW Bro. Russell Race,
Metropolitan Grand Master.
The Rev. Martin Howse, PAGChap,
followed this with an amusing and
informative oration recounting
events that occurred during the
month, in 1913, when the Lodge was
consecrated, when, after the
Consecration ceremony, over 100
brethren sat down to a 13 course
banquet in the Connaught Rooms for
seven shillings and six pence a head!
That is equivalent to about £31.00
today! It was wondered how much
such a gargantuan meal would cost
today? Acting for the Metropolitan
Grand Chaplain he then invoked a
blessing on the Lodge for the next
100 years.
The Worshipful Master then
presented a short history of the
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Lodge. A century ago, three
managers of the County and
Westminster Bank foresaw the need
for a lodge that would enable fellow
bankers and clients to meet together
socially and in Masonic Harmony
and thus The London County and
Westminster Bank Lodge was
Warranted and established. During
the ensuing 100 years of continuous
service the Lodge has adapted to
changes: firstly, by changing its
name to The Westminster Bank
Lodge following bank mergers, then
by ceasing to be a ‘closed’
Lodge by opening it
membership and again, by
changing its name to The
National Westminster
Lodge omitting ‘Bank’ to
allow it to become truly
‘open’.. It now attracts
members from different
business sectors and
particularly those in the
Financial Services
Industry.
The Worshipful Master
was then pleased to
present a cheque to VW
Bro Paddy Johnson in the
magnificent sum of £6000,
in favour of the
Metropolitan Masonic
Charity and particularly

arena

The Magic Breakfast appeal. This
charity provides a free, nutritious
breakfast to over 7,500 children in
230 UK primary schools. VW Bro.
Johnson thanked the Lodge for their
generous donation. The Lodge was
then closed and distinguished
brethren retired from the temple in
procession under the direction of W.
Bro Jeremy Beech, MetDepGDC.
Sixty one Brethren then dined at the
Connaught Rooms where all
members and guests were provided
with a copy of the Lodge history.
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CLOSER LINKS WITH CHARITIES
T

he MMC and The Freemasons'
Grand Charity give away
thousands of pounds each year to
London-based charities and arena
wondered if it would be possible to
find out not only at what the money
was targeted but also to follow up
what actually happened and the

outcomes that were achieved as a
result of Metropolitan generosity.
Of course, the Trustees of the MMC
already do their due diligence both
before and after their donations, but
we considered that maybe the
information that the charities send
could be developed to provide us

THE INSTITUTE OF
CANCER RESEARCH

with a series of articles and photos
that would provide "human interest"
and keep London brethren up to date
with the results of their donations.
To start off the series, we have
reports from charities based in
London and funded by the
Freemasons' Grand Charity...

Dr Javier
Armisen
Garrido.

W. Bro. Terry Hill, SLGR, visited the Institute of Cancer
Research in South Kensington to find out what the £150,000
donation from the Freemasons' Grand Charity is funding….

C

ancer’s pervasiveness and
traumatic impact drive The
Institute of Cancer Research,
London, in its mission to make the
discoveries that defeat cancer. One in
three of us will develop cancer in our
lifetime. Even if we are not directly
affected, the pain and suffering
cancer causes to a close family
member or friend will move us all.
This is why cancer research remains
crucial. The Institute of Cancer
Research (ICR) is one of the world’s
most influential cancer research
institutes. They have an outstanding
track record of achievement in
making new discoveries and for
ensuring that the results of the
research are rapidly translated into
the clinic for the benefit of patients
worldwide.
So imagine a world where every
cancer patient has their tumour
profiled at diagnosis and throughout
the course of treatment, and their
therapy can be adjusted for each
molecular change that occurs. That is
the exciting vision for the ICR’s new
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Tumour Profiling Unit, designed to
take advantage of the explosion of
genetic information scientists can
now generate about an individual
patient’s cancer. In recent years, new
technologies to investigate the
human cancer genome have
developed at an incredible pace. The
Tumour Profiling Unit will facilitate
analysis of cancer patients’ tumours
using these latest technologies that
are at the cutting edge of cancer
research. These include the first Ion
Proton sequencer to be delivered in
the UK which will allow ICR
scientists to sequence cancer genes
more quickly than ever before. By
providing them with state of the art
technology, analysis of a patient’s
tumour cells can be carried out in
detail repeatedly from diagnosis and
throughout treatment. Ultimately,
armed with such detailed knowledge,
scientists and clinicians will be able
to better match treatments to a
patient’s tumour, thus allowing truly
personalised medicine to be
delivered. We can take pride in the
work which we, as masons
nationally, have funded here in
London.

Some of the
sequencing
technology.
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arena
THE ARMY CADET FORCE
OUTREACH PROGRAMME
arena is going to bring you reports from the Metropolitan Charity
Liaison Team which focus on the London-based charities that
have been funded by the MMC or the Grand Charity. We start
with the Army Cadet Force OUTREACH Programme
which was awarded £30,000 by the Grand Charity...

T

he Army Cadet Force (ACF),
in partnership with the
Metropolitan Police, runs the
Outreach Programme to offer
young people a challenging, but
achievable, programme to those
who are failing to achieve personal
standards at school, with poor
attendance and sometimes
involvement in crime.
The partnership ensures that, in
London, every school has a police
officer attached to it and in
consultation with the teachers, it
can identify girls and boys, who
might benefit from the
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OUTREACH Programme.
This is targeted at 13 –15
year olds and aims to help
crime-vulnerable and
socially disengaged young
people become responsible
citizens, by using
adventurous and
challenging activities to
raise their self-esteem, build
confidence and broaden
their perspective on what
they can achieve with their
lives.
OUTREACH uses adventurous
and challenging activities to give
them a positive purpose whilst
assisting them to realise their full
potential. Through
acknowledgement and praise,
young students on the programme
soon realise that the recognition
received is in itself rewarding and
that their achievements, however
small, are worthwhile. The
activities take place in the Brecon
Beacons, South Wales, offering a
wide variety of activities in the

challenging countryside.
So far, 41% of the stuents have
shown a significant improvement,
47% have shown minor
improvements, 11% have
remained the same and 1% shown
a minor deterioration. Plans are
well advanced for 2014 with backto-back modules planned for May
and June, the numbers having
doubled to one hundred students.
Vital to the success of OUTREACH
is the use of positive role models
such as members of the ACF, ACF
volunteer adult staff and Officers
from the Metropolitan Police Force
Territorial Support Group.
We will be publishing an update
on the project’s progress in June
2014.
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LONDON AT THE UNIVERSITIES
SCHEME NATIONAL CONFERENCE

T

he 2013 Universities Scheme
Conference was held at
Nottingham Masonic Hall and London
was heavily represented, having as it
does, almost a quarter of the lodges
within the national Universities'
scheme. Not only does London have
many Universities where potential
candidates can start their masonic
careers but it also attracts many
younger masons who come to London
for employment after taking their
degree and who ideally need to be
placed in a lodge which continues what
they will have experienced in a
University lodge elsewhere.
Additionally, there is a large population
of foreign students who then take
Freemasonry back to their home
countries.
Keeping these young masons focused
and keen is not easy given the
distractions available, but this is what
University Lodges sign up to when they

become scheme members. To aid them
in this, the conference provides an
excellent forum. It is held biennially
and is designed to assist, educate and
inform efforts made at local level; to
provide pointers to good practice; to
share experiences, successes /
frustrations; and to support the kind of
networking that will assist all of the
above. Nottingham was an absolutely
ideal conference centre, combining a
range of meeting rooms with a large
temple for the popular demonstration
of multiple-candidate ceremonies by W.
Bro Nick Carter, AGDC and his
colleagues from London-based scheme
lodge, Honor and Generosity No. 165.
W Bro. Julian Soper, PAGDC, who
manages the Universities’ Scheme in
London, and W Bro. Marc Nowell, LGR,
led a session on recruitment and
retention of younger masons with real
examples of what success looks like.
More breakout sessions followed, before

everyone came together for the final
plenary session led by the Scheme
President RW Bro. David Williamson,
AGM, where he was joined by W. Bro
Edward Lord, OBE, JP, PAGDC,
Chairman; W. Bro Andy Green, W. Bro
Soper and the new National Secretary of
the Scheme, Bro. Dan Large (see
picture). This interactive session
allowed members to receive answers on
anything that had not been discussed
during the day and to debate issues of
concern. Feedback from both London
and non-London based Lodges has been
excellent and the many ideas and good
practise points are clearly going to get a
good airing over the following months!

Mystery Picture
Competition
ell, arena is cruising into a
determined lead, since no-one
managed to spot that last quarter's
mystery pic was in fact the

W

speakerphone outside the Met Office
which all visitors have to use to gain
ingress and thus there can be few
London masons who have not seen it
at some time! Nevertheless, we
wonder whether we have been
setting the bar too high. With that in

mind, here is an easier mystery quiz
picture this month. As ever, there is
a chance to win a bottle of
Champagne if you send an email
with the correct answer and your
name and lodge number to
news@metgl.com

LEFT: Last
edition’s
mystery picture
and it’s
location.

RIGHT: A new
challenge for
arena
readers.
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CHAPTERS
OF INSTRUCTION

arena

Following on from his "Men at the Top" interview in
arena 14, MetGI, E. Comp Richard Greenhill, PGSoj,
speaks about a topic very dear to his heart and one
which may very well be of use to London Masons...

E

arly on in my term as a
Metropolitan Grand Inspector, I
found that only 10% of the Chapters
in my Inspectorate had a Chapter of
Instruction (CoI) constituted and
meeting in accordance with Rules
132-135 of the BoC. I also gained the
feeling that the lack of CoI’s was a
contributory factor to difficulties in
recruiting and retaining
Companions. This prompted me to
work with my SVOs and VOs to
encourage a much greater
availability of, and participation in,
CoI’s for Companions of Chapters
within my Inspectorate. Because
they are spread over eleven different
meeting venues, of which three are
outside central London, I adopted a

three-pronged approach to
encourage a) Chapters with a CoI to
keep it going and those without a
CoI to consider establishing one; b)
attendance at one of the long
standing CoIs which meet every
week in Freemasons’ Hall,( details of
which are below and on Porchway;
and, c) to consider establishing a
‘Community Chapter of Instruction’,
being a CoI to serve some or all of
the Chapters which meet at the same
venue.
The first example of a new
‘Community CoI’ is the one
established on 27th September 2013
by the West London Chapter of First
Principals No 9627. From early in
2014, the West London CoI will serve

all 14 Chapters which meet at the
West London Masonic Centre,
Ealing. I hope that we might also be
able to establish Community CoIs at
Southgate and Ilford and other
meeting venues.
Aldersgate CoI No 1657
at 7.00pm on Thursday
at Freemasons' Hall.
- www.aldersgateritual.org
Domatic CoI No 177
at 6.30pm on Wednesday
at Freemasons' Hall.
email g3jjz@uwclub.net

NEED A
RITUALIST IN AN
EMERGENCY?
B

rethren will be very pleased to
know that as part of the
‘Communicating our Ceremonies’
initiative, the creation of an
‘Emergency Ritual Team’ has been
announced by Metropolitan Grand
Lodge to assist Lodges when,
through unavoidable circumstances,
a passage of ritual may have to be
read.
All that brethren need to do is
email W. Bro Ian Burgess at
MetGLCraftERT@gmail.com with
their requirements – i.e. Charge to
the Initiate, Traditional History,
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Address to the Wardens,
etc. then advise him
what ritual workings
you use (Taylors,
Emulation, Logic etc.)
and where and when your lodge
meet. Behind the scenes, an request
email will be sent to the ERT team
members who have offered their
services and who specialise in
certain pieces of ritual work or
passages. These ritualists, currently,
come from the Metropolitan Grand
Stewards’ Lodge, the Logic Ritual
Association and the Emulation

Lodge of Improvement. They will
respond and, hopefully, a team
member will come forward to assist.
There is no cost to this service – it
is suggested however, that successful
Lodges will offer the Brother drafted
in, his dinner. He may decline, in
which case we hope that a small but
suitable donation in favour of the
MMC, will be given to MetGL!
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THE UNIVERSITY LODGES BALL
W Bro. Oliver Coddington attended the Ball and gives his report for
arena readers. As you can see, he had a great time, adding to an
already memorable day since earlier that day he had been Installed
as WM of his Saturday-morning lodge…

T

here is a long history of the
Apollo University and Isaac
Newton University Lodges holding
Balls and other festive events at the
end of the academic year in Oxford
and Cambridge Universities
respectively. The Balls started early
in both Lodges' lives and carried on
well into the twentieth century,
achieving considerable popularity in
both cities. The most famous of
these social events was the Grand
Ball held by Apollo in 1863 at Christ
Church, to celebrate the wedding of
the Prince of Wales (later Grand
Master and King Edward VII) and
Princess Alexandra of Denmark, who
both attended. The Ball cost £2,046
(the equivalent of around £220,000
now). Luckily, half the cost was
borne by the College! After World
War II, however, Freemasonry
followed the rest of the country into
austerity and the Balls fell into
abeyance. In the autumn of 2012,
the respective Secretaries of Apollo
and Isaac Newton, W. Bro Chris
Noon, PrGPurs (Oxon) and W. Bro
Alistair Townsend, PDepGDC,
having both, independently, had the
idea of reviving the Ball tradition,
founded this event so that "the
Masonic Ball might regain its rightful
place as the highlight of the social
calendar".
Although this was not a
Metropolitan event, it was attended
by very many London masons and
held in the City of London. It was
pleasing to note that there was a
wide range of lodges and ages
represented, the presence of the
DepGM, the AGM and the AGMDesignate indicating the high esteem
in which the Ball was viewed. It was
also tremendous fun and whilst very
strictly speaking outside arena's
purview, it is very pleasing to report
on support of Combat Stress and the
Royal College of Surgeons of
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Distinguished brethren and their wives attended the ball...
England, the very worthy causes that
were the object of the Ball's
fundraising. The Ball brought
together over a thousand people at
different stages of the evening and,
as can clearly be judged by the
photographs attached to this article,
it was splendid to see that most men
and all the ladies had gone to some
trouble with their appearance for the
evening. Held at Armoury House,
the beautiful home of the
Honourable Artillery Company
which dates back to the eighteenth
century, the House provided a
distinguished and extremely flexible
backdrop to the evening.
A large proportion of the revellers
attended the champagne reception at
the opening of the event at half past
six, going into the dinner and the
speeches of the nominated Charities

and the Lead Sponsor which was
held in the Victorian Drill Hall and
which ended at around nine-thirty.
The remainder arrived just as the
meal ended, to take in the various
entertainments on offer. Those who
wanted to have a flutter made their
way to the Casino where a range of
games were available; those who
wanted to develop their plutocratic
image headed for the cigar tent
where rather generous measures of
cognac were available too; but the
majority made their way back to the
revamped Drill Hall to dance to the
Big band sounds of the Oxford
University Big Band. Upstairs in the
Dining Room those present were
amazed by the prestidigitation of
Romany, Diva of magic in her two
shows and entertained by the
Mexican band "The Mariachis". With
ISSUE 15
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TOP: The Silent disco.
BOTTOM: W. Bro
Alistair Townsend,
PDepGDC and Mrs
Townsend.
unlimited refreshment on
offer, the evening was
well-lubricated but being a
Masonic ball was also well
behaved too. This is of
course not always the case
with extra refreshment
availability!
Common to all, was the
silent auction, with prizes
having been donated by
the sponsors. As arena
went to print, the final

total raised was yet to be
announced. The Ball was
helped by a number of
corporate sponsors who
included: Aerice
Consulting; Davidoff;
Rémy Martin; William
Evans; Shepherd Neame;
Clermont Direct and Sip
or Mix. In addition a
number of people opted to
be either Patrons or Grand
Patrons of the Ball. It is

strongly to be hoped that
the next Ball is held within
a shorter space of time
than the 150 year gap
between the last two and I
am sure that is will prove
to be an equally wellsupported and enjoyable
event. I for one would
attend and based on the
outstanding success of this
one, many other London
masons would agree!

Insurance Brokers

proud to support The Prince’s Trust

The Leading National Insurance Scheme for Masonic Buildings and Lodges

•
•
•
•
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Underwritten by Aviva
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SO WHY SHOULD I VISIT
A CLA MEMBER LODGE?
With this series of articles providing a focus for inter-lodge visiting
and London being so international, arena decided to look at lodges
with a "foreign -connection". The more arena delves into such
"specialist" lodge groupings however, the more varied and
complicated they appear. Broadly drawn as the articles are, this
topic was still far too wide. How does one judge "a foreign
connection"? Those who have an expatriate membership? Those
who have connections with a specific town, country or region? With
our limited available space, arena decided to look at the Londonbased members of the Commonwealth Lodges Association ("CLA")
and use the Association as a proxy for foreign lodges in general and
to return with another look at "foreign" lodges in a future edition.
Even just looking at the Metropolitan lodges means that we have to
paint with the broadest of brushes, but we hope that the interest of
brethren in these very distinctive lodges is piqued sufficiently to
contact the lodge secretaries to arrange a visit! All such visitors
would be made most welcome...

I

n the 1920's, it became the custom of
lodges with foreign, colonial, dominion,
or other similar connections, to exchange
visits both on an informal and formal basis.
This custom continued and in 1972, it was
decided by the Hon. Sir Edmund Baillieu,
then Deputy GM and Sir Alexander Ross of
the Royal Colonial Institute Lodge (of
which more below) to put it on a formal
footing by the formation of the CLA. The
group was to promote the interests of
Freemasonry amongst members of the
Commonwealth nations; a closer fraternity
amongst brethren having similar links and
deeper contacts amongst lodges. It was also
to ensure the organisation of a festival to be
held in 1976 and biennially thereafter. The
CLA also formed a Benevolent Association
in 1990, which supports Commonwealthlinked charities, as suggested by member
lodges, where the relatively small amounts
available will have the most impact.
It seems to us at arena that there is a
very wide range of lodges in the CLA,
united under the banner of fraternal
sociability and international co-operation.
For ease of study arena grouped them
thus: a) Lodges connected with a particular
country, b) Lodges connected with a
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particular region c) Lodges connected with
a particular place d) Lodges connected with
the armed services or other parts of the
Commonwealth "mechanisms" or e) Lodges
connected with the ideals of the
Commonwealth and/or service to such
ideals. Getting to know the lodges is
further complicated by the fact that lodges
may at inception have served expatriates
abroad or on their return home, or
expatriates or diaspora communities now
living in the UK. Readers will therefore
understand that arena cannot hope to do
justice to this complexity in the short space
allocated, so in the same manner as in our
previous article on military-linked London
lodges, we have looked at a small number
of representative lodges.
We start with the Royal Colonial institute
Lodge No 3556 ("RCIL"). The Institute
itself was a valued social centre for
personnel stationed abroad but home on
leave or stationed here. It was only natural
that amongst its members were many
Freemasons with overseas ties and
interests. Negotiations for it to form its
own lodge began in 1911, when Grand
Lodge was approached and HRH The Duke
of Connaught and Strathearn, The Grand
ISSUE 15
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Master, consented to become the Lodge's
first WM and the Lodge was duly
consecrated in 1912. With the number of
senior politicians, civil servants and
members of the Armed Services as its
members, the RCIL of this time epitomised
the global fraternity of Freemasonry, just
approaching a peak. The Institute
eventually followed circumstances and
became the Royal Commonwealth Society.
The lodge (which retained its original name)
continued the thoughts of its founders in
staying with the 'ideal' of international cooperation and providing a home from home
for brethren with the abovementioned
overseas ties and interests. The roll call of
Masters has been illustrious, indeed, when
the founding Master resigned as Grand
Master, he stayed as a member and very
regular attendee of the lodge. In 2012, RW
Bro The Lord Cadogan, PDepGM, became its
Master for the third time for its centenary.
Empire Lodge, No 2108 and Motherland
Lodge No. 3861 set up in 1895 and 1918
respectively epitomised the strong
attachment of the time to the Imperial ideal
of one international family. It is interesting
to note that the first Ambassador of Japan to
the Court of St. James, W Bro. The Viscount
Hayashi was initiated in Empire Lodge as
was Sultan Ismail Shah of Malaysia!
Interestingly, London being what it is,
Motherland Lodge is now 50% Italian!
Turning now to Lodges founded in London
which celebrate a particular country, we see
New Zealand Lodge No. 5175, Lodge Malaya
No. 5213, Australia Lodge No. 6505, Ceylon
Lodge No. 6536 (daughter of Lodge Malaya)
and South Africa Lodge No: 6742. The trend
was set in 1911 with the formation of Canada
Lodge No. 3527, "of coming together to knit
closer the ties of kinship and loyalties
between the Mother Country and its
daughter Dominions overseas". The first and
last of the above list were also daughter
lodges of the RCIL!
There was a matching pattern elsewhere.
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From China, where Britain had interests in
Shanghai and of course, Hong Kong, the
CLA members include Shanghai Tuscan
Lodge No. 1027 and Zetland and Hong Kong
Lodge No 7665. From the West Indies,
Caribbean Lodge No. 4286 was founded in
London and then went on to sponsor Lodge
of the West Indies, No.9424, which itself
begat Guyana Lodge No. 9626 - these lodges
providing a fresh platform for first and
second-generation West Indian masons to
develop their Masonry amongst their friends
and families. 9424 prides itself on the high
numbers of its brethren that hold rank both
in London, the Provinces and in the various
Districts of the region, underlining the
international base from which they began
and a practise seen elsewhere amongst CLA
members.
London West Africa Lodge No. 5485 was
founded so brethren could "continue an
association when they come home on
furlough or else on their final retirement".
British Freemasons abroad could thus work
in local lodges "abroad", but be assured of a
new "home" on their return. Eastern and
Central Africa Lodge No.7446 performed
much the same role for its eponymous
region, again, providing a link for Masons
from either country to practise their Craft
amongst friends with that common link.
This is matched by Star of India Lodge, No.
3444, which had been founded in London in
1910, for brethren who had "served abroad,
East of Suez" and again, as with the other
similar lodges mentioned above, who
wanted to continue their old associations
and friendships when in London.
Some lodges which had been opened
abroad transferred their meeting place to
London when their members were posted
back home at Independence. In fact,
Trincomalee Lodge No. 6823, moved back to
London on the closure of the eponymous
Royal Naval base (from where most of its
members had been drawn) in what is now
Sri Lanka.
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Grecia Lodge No. 1105,
whose warrant is dated 31st
March 1866 was originally
called the Hellas Lodge and
worked in Greek. By 1890
English names, headed by
H.H. Kitchener (Earl
Kitchener of Khartoum
fame] appeared in the
Attendance Book and it was
decided that the lodge would
change its name to Grecia
and would work in English.
Thus on that occasion, the
Lodge was opened in Greek
and closed in English! After
the 1952 Revolution in Egypt
the British community
started to dwindle with an
inevitable falling off in the
membership of all lodges,
but Grecia kept going until it
was forced to suspend
activities in 1956 when
British subjects were
expelled from Egypt. It met
under a dispensation, until
the warrant was formally
transferred to London in
December 1961.
Equator Lodge No. 8675
was founded in London to
accommodate Masons
emigrating from Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda, all of
which lie on the Equator.
Masonry had a long history
in East Africa and so when,
for various reasons,
including civil strife, there
was a marked increase in
immigration to the UK,
many established Masons
came, wishing to continue
their Masonry. As this
proved slower and more
difficult than expected, it
was decided to start a lodge
suited to their needs and
which would help relieve
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the bottlenecks of getting
through the chair. The link
with East Africa was further
underlined with honorary
membership being accepted
by the District Grand Master
of the time. In a similar
fashion, Lodge of Eastern
Bon Accord No. 7071, which
had been formed in London
in 1956, squired Mahajan
Lodge No. 9646 when
pressure of numbers meant
that other lodges were
needed.This pattern was
mirrored on the West
African side where the
above mentioned London
West Africa Lodge No 5483
sponsored a vibrant
daughter lodge, Anglo Sierra
Leone Lodge No. 9416.
Again, as previously
mentioned in connection
with the Caribbean Lodges,
strong international links
and in certain cases, dualmembership of lodges in the
local District means that
their regional ties remain
strong.
King's Colonials Lodge No.
3386 was formed by
permission of the regiment
bearing the same name,
(which had been formed of
four "international" divisions
- Asian, African,
Australasian and Canadian all from the then Colonies)
on its being disbanded in
1924, so that the fraternity
which had been experienced
in the regiment could
continue. The lodge
maintains regimental
traditions and its Master is,
interestingly, the only
person alive who is allowed
to wear the original

regimental tie! Lodge of
Unity, Peace and Concord
No 316, another lodge with
military links dates back to
the eighteenth century and
was the lodge of the 2nd
Battalion, The Royal Scots,
The Royal Regiment which
served all over the Empire.
The regiment having been
disbanded, the lodge gave up
its ambulatory warrant in
1949 and joined the CLA to
honour the memory of its
globetrotting past members.
The story does not stop
however, but continues
since Lodge Light of the
Craft No. 3265 has just
joined the CLA family.
Founded in India in 1908 the
lodge was consecrated in the
gun-carriage factory of what
is now Jabalpur, being
formed in the main by
engineers and craftsmen
from the factory. The lodge
returned to England in 1948.
Like many of its peers, it
sees in the CLA's ties of
friendship and international
co-operation, a reminder of
its own heritage and
background and a current
link to "overseas"
friendships. Finally, it is
worth noting that there are
CLA lodges in Kent and
elsewhere and also
associated lodges outside the
UK, but I have only looked
at the London-based lodges
in this article. There are
plans to develop the CLA
further and any lodges that
might be interested, should
contact its Secretary. W. Bro
Gwyn Howard at
gwynh47@gmail.com
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THE KENT CLUB
ANNUAL DINNER
O

n Thursday 31st October around
100 members of the Kent Club
enjoyed dinner in the wonderful
surroundings of the Great Hall at St
Bart's Hospital in the City of London.
The Hall itself was built in the 1700s
and its original purpose was as a
grand venue for meetings and
banquets, a function still carried on
today. Entrance to the Great Hall is
by the Grand staircase with painted
scenes by the well known artist,
William Hogarth. Inside the brethren
assembled for a pre-dinner
Champagne reception under the
famous ornate ceiling, the only
known work in England of French
craftsman, Jean Baptiste St. Michel.
Kent Club members had an
excellent meal in the company of
guest of Honour, RW Bro. Russell
Race, DL. The members took part
in table games, organised by the
Club's Events Manager, W. Bro Dave
Luckins, SLGR, accompanied by
hoots of laughter and shouts of
“Huzzah!” There was much
conviviality and an opportunity for
London Masons to let their hair
down, especially those who had any.
The event showed that it was
possible to enjoy a good meal
amongst Masonic friends, new and
old, have a laugh and still retain a
sense of decorum.
There were the usual Masonic
toasts including a toast to the Guest
of Honour, the Metropolitan Grand
Master, who replied and proposed
the toast to the Kent Club. This was
followed by a response from the
Kent Club Chairman W. Bro Scott
Cargill, LGR. The evening was
interspersed with a selection of

short educational talks. Amongst the
speakers were Bros Noel Haynes and
Matt Altass who, as relatively new
Masons, gave their views on what
Freemasonry meant to them. W. Bro
Ian Burgess spoke about the
importance of mentoring and how
this impacts on stimulating newer
brethren's interest and
understanding of Freemasonry as
well as acting as a major tool in
retention.
After a few more games W. Bro Jon
Cooper, LGR, talked about the work
of the newly-formed Emergency
Ritual team (for more details on this
newly-launched initiative see page
31). Not to be outdone by the other
speakers, W. Bro John Gilbert, as an
epilogue to the evening’s
proceedings, spoke about his 64
years as a Freemason; a momentous
achievement. We pass over the
amended words to the song (“I want
to hold your hand”) ...
There is no doubt that this was a
splendid occasion with moments of
real hilarity and fun and fully
enjoyed by the many Masons who
supported the event. As the
Metropolitan Grand Master
mentioned in his response to the
toast, "the numbers attending this

arena

year’s dinner were an exponential
increase on the previous year and
augured well for further success in
2014". As a final point, we would
ask, can the Kent Club committee
beat its best ever event? We
certainly wish them well!

Bro. Noël Haynes
addresses the Kent Club.

The Judges' verdict.
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EMULATION LODGE
of IMPROVEMENT

ADVERTISEMENT

ANNUAL
FESTIVAL
2014

(Meeting since
2nd October 1823)

FRIDAY 28TH FEBRUARY 2014

The Lodge doors open at 4.00pm and the Festival will start at 5.00pm
Emulation Lodge of Improvement will hold its Annual Festival
at Freemasons’ Hall, Great Queen Street, London on Friday 28th
February 2014 at 17.00hrs.
There will be a demonstration of four Sections of the Lectures
under the watchful eye of VW Bro Graham Redman, PGSwdB,
DepGSec. The sections to be demonstrated are as follows
• Section 1 of the 1st Lecture
• Section 5 of the 1st Lecture
• Section 2 of the 2nd Lecture
• Section 5 of the 2nd Lecture

This year, the Pro Provincial Grand Master for Middlesex, RW
Bro Roger J Croome is to Preside and it is expected that he will
be joined by several very senior Brethren from London and the
Provinces. Ticket costs are £38 for Temple and Dining. Dinner
will be served at The Grand Connaught Rooms
This event is open to all Master Masons and Past Masters
regardless of Rank or ritual background.

An Application for tickets form is overleaf. Should you wish
to attend please return your cheque, made payable to
Emulation Lodge of Improvement, to Scott Cargill at the
address as shown.

Visit www.emulationloi.org or contact
secretary@emulationloi.org for a ticket application form.
The Committee gratefully acknowledge the kind permission of the ‘Library and Museum’ for allowing the use of the image of W Bro Peter Gilkes, an early Leader and Instructor of this Lodge of Improvement.
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Lodge members and official guests with the
five raised brethren in the foreground.

Quintuple Raising in
the Grand Temple
F

ollowing the success of the
quintuple Second Degree
ceremony performed by the Lodge of
Friendship No. 206 in May this year,
a dispensation to carry out a
quintuple Third Degree ceremony
was granted by the MetGM. The
meeting was held on Monday 2nd
December in the Grand Temple with
almost five hundred brethren
present to witness this truly
remarkable ceremony, led by the
WM, W.Bro. Christopher Lunn,
PAGDC. The meeting was honoured
by the presence of the RW
Metropolitan Grand Master,
accompanied by a retinue of
distinguished Brethren including the
Deputy GM of the Philippines, RW
Brother Alan Purisima and VW Bro
Juanito Vaño, Deputy District GM of
the Philippines.
The meeting was exceptional, as
five candidates, Bros. Andrew
Beckinsdale, David Lewis, Philip
Main, Stephen Marriott and Timothy

Wheaton were Raised in one
ceremony using new, specially
written floor work. It was felt
important by the Lodge that each
candidate was given his own Deacon
to escort him around the lodge and
with the addition of four ‘wandering
wardens’, each candidate benefited
from the same level of attention as
would any single candidate being
raised on his own. This led to over
twenty individuals taking to the floor
of the lodge in certain parts of the
ceremony. With so many officers
and brethren taking part, particular
credit must be paid to the exemplary
choreography of those who
participated in the floor work, under
the supervision of the Lodge DC, W.
Bro. Andrew Manasseh, PAGDC.
The candidates were clearly aware
that they were taking part in
something very special, made even
more so by the atmospheric music
from the Organist, W. Bro David
Cresswell, PDepGOrg, which helped

to produce a true feeling of
solemnity at key moments of the
ceremony.
The ceremony was shared between
several brethren with W. Bro Simon
Trott delivering the Charge After
Raising; W. Bro Peter Lane giving the
explanation of the Master Mason’s
Apron and Bro. Mark Ibbs explaining
the Working Tools. One of the
highlights of the ceremony was The
Walking Charge, delivered by the
Metropolitan GDC, W. Bro. Patrick
Penny in a truly magnificent manner
which provoked a thunderous round
of applause from all present. All
other Lodge business was conducted
including a Grand Lodge Certificate
presentation by the RW MetGM to
Bro. Neil Hammond. Following the
meeting there was a Champagne
Reception with dinner afterwards in
the Grand Hall at the Grand
Connaught Rooms, where over 300
Brethren celebrated the occasion.

New Companions Dinner

T

he first ’New Companions Dinner’
was held on the 29th November
at the Imperial Hotel hosted by
E.Comp Chris Frankland, Deputy
MetGSupt, with thirty-four
Companions Exalted over the last two
years attending. In addition, E.Comp
Chris Clark, AMetGSupt and three
MetGIs, E. Comps Richard Greenhill,
Ian Currans and Richard Gardiner
also attended.
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The Dinner not only
allowed recently Exalted
companions to meet the
Royal Arch Executive
informally, but also gave
them an opportunity to
‘network’ and there was
considerable swapping of contact
details for visits to each other's
Chapters. Thanks to the efforts of
E.Comp Jason Brinkler, who raised

the idea initially and organised the
Dinner, its success means that it will
become a regular event in the
Metropolitan Grand Chapter diary.
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EXCELLENT COMPANIONS:
Celebrating the Royal Arch
arena's correspondent, Bro. Corrado Canonici, visited this exhibition at
the Library and Museum of Freemasonry in Freemasons' Hall and left
very impressed. It's clear that those with any interest in the Holy Royal
Arch will miss this to their detriment!...

W

Charter of Compact.

Minature Chapter room.
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hen I was asked to cover
the new exhibition
“Excellent Companions”
organised by the Library and
Museum of Freemasonry, I
jumped at the occasion. I am a
strong supporter of Chapter, and
the idea of seeing Royal Arch
pieces of history ‘in the flesh’
was too good an occasion to
miss. And too good to miss
indeed the exhibition is.
The walk through “Excellent
Companions” starts with the
Royal Arch prior to the 1813
Union. Amongst the many
intriguing documents on display,
we see the 1752 Antients
Minutes book; one of the first
ever Royal Arch ritual books,
printed in France in 1760 (the
first English ritual appeared in
1780); and the historically
important 1766 Charter of
Compact by the Premier Grand
Lodge. “Excellent Companions”
continues with the years of the
Union being planned and then
created; I found that a very
gripping part. One could truly
feel the differences between the
Antients and the Moderns, and
almost taste the effort necessary
to accomplish such Union. The
1813 Articles of Union document
is itself is on display, and so is
the beautiful folder the Articles
of Union was presented in – a
cover which is a work of art. The
first Regulations of the Union
and the first jewel are also
exhibited.
Royal Arch jewels are
displayed separately, showing
their development over the
years. Initially quite big and
baroque in design, the jewels
after 1830 became smaller but

more ornate; until around the
beginning of the 20th Century
when they turned into pretty
much the jewel design we use
today. Aprons, as well as tracing
cloths from every Royal Arch
historical period are shown. One
apron in particular caught my
attention: a Multi-Degree Apron
from the 1700s incorporating
various degrees – Craft, Royal
Arch and even the Mark in the
same design, which attests to the
different Masonic approach of
the time.
Towards the end of the
exhibition we meet a few
astonishing pieces. The first is
the Sussex Plate, a huge
candelabrum to commemorate
the 1813 Articles of the Union.
This is followed by a pretty
perfect miniature Chapter
meeting room exact in every
detail. Astonishing. Last but not
least, a chapter bible used for
meetings in 1765 which only reappeared about five years ago
out of nowhere.
The Royal Arch is a most
significant Order, and its history
very fascinating. I honestly
believe that missing the
exhibition “Excellent
Companion” means missing the
extremely rare opportunity to
review – as Laurence Dermott
said – “the root, heart and
marrow of Freemasonry”.
“Excellent Companions,
Celebrating the Royal Arch” is at
the Library and Museum of
Freemasonry from October 14th
2013 to 2nd May 2014, 10:00-17:00
Free entrance.
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THE FAMILY FESTIVE CONCERT
I

t had been a couple of years since
the last Family Festive Concert and
expectations were high, especially
when it was announced that the
Rev'd Canon Roger Royle of BBC
fame was to compère the event. Sure
enough, a final tweet on the day from
the organising team informed the
world that no more tickets were
available! With you-know-who in the
white-trimmed red regalia making a
special appearance and a free gift to
come, lots of excited young children
arrived, many of whom were clearly
in awe of "where Dad goes to Lodge!"
As the pictures show, by the time the
performers were included, the Grand
Temple was filled and it needed the
opening fanfare from Trumpet
Fanfare to call the expectant audience
to attention!
With exceptional musicianship and
artistry from the East London Brass,
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the London Masonic Choir and
Surrey Provincial Choir plus the
Kingston U3A Singers, the concert got
off to an excellent start. The
audience was amazed by the dexterity
and skill of the young musicians of
the Steel Pan Agency Band but then
stunned into silence by the candlelit
(battery operated of course!) entry of
the angelic voices of the Fulham
Childrens' Choir, followed in
procession by Father Christmas.
Canon Royle cracked jokes and
excellent asides throughout the
evening, sufficiently so that when he
asked "what's that?" to an audience
who were waiting for the next item,
most thought it was the beginning of
a new gag. BOOM! came a very loud

report outside the closed doors of the
Temple. BOOM! BOOM! A further
two very loud bangs, bringing the
curious audience to the edge of their
seats and then the doors opened to
reveal the members of the Celtic
London Pipes and Drums with their
massed bagpipes marching towards
them in an exciting coup de théâtre.
Thanks are due to Musical Director,
W Bro. Glyn Harvey, SLGR and his
cohorts for an exceptional concert
and to VW Bro. David Wilkinson,
PGSwdB and the organising team
under W Bro. Wes Hollands PGStB,
who made the evening such a success
and indeed, quite literally, a hard act
to follow.
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Rupert Patterson Lodge Centenary
W. Bro David Luckins, SLGR, MetGSuptwks, writes:

N

ot too many Centenaries are
expected this year. Back in 1913
the country was preparing for war.
Many of the first candidates of Rupert
Patterson Lodge were initiated under
dispensation as they were men aged 18
to 21 and wanted to join Freemasonry
before being sent to fight. The lodge
showed its charitable nature during the
war years by providing, at their own
expense, cinema visits, hearty teas and
supplies of cigarettes for wounded
soldiers recovering in hospitals in
Camberwell and Dulwich. In minutes
recorded in 1916, 955 wounded men
had benefited from this practice which
carried on well after the end of the war.
Grand Lodge rarely permits a lodge
to be named after an individual,
especially if they are still alive at the

time. So who was Rupert Patterson?
He was a Presbyterian Minister of
Religion, responsible for building
Christ Church in Dulwich. The
Lodge used to meet in the Church
Hall six times a year. Initiated into
Fidelity Lodge No. 3 in 1897, he was
a founder of Borough of Camberwell
Lodge (the sponsoring lodge for the
Rupert Patterson Lodge in 1908; Rupert
was the Primus Master.
A short history was presented by
W.Bro Bernard Anderson. The
Centenary Warrant was read by The
Metropolitan Grand Secretary and then
presented to the WM by the RW
Metropolitan Grand Master. The
Metropolitan Grand Chaplain gave a
thought provoking, entertaining
oration, disclosing that, on entering

Freemasons’ Hall, he was spotted by
"The Fashion Scout" and told, quite
remarkably, his would be the Face of
Fashion for 2014. The celebration then
continued at a reception in the Grand
Connaught Rooms followed by a five
course dinner. This was a great way to
remember those who had gone before
and to look forward to the next 100
years.
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Ask the
Metropolitan Grand
Director of Ceremonies
We continue the new series for arena, where the MetGDC
answers your questions on Masonic etiquette...

T

he perambulations and
salutations at Installation
are often overlooked by a
busy DC, but they are
important to get right, not
least because it is the first
time our newest members
have to do floor work. A
small amount of preparation
can give our EAs, FCs and
MMs confidence to work in
the lodge in the future,
reinforce the signs, and
encourage them with praise
from the membership.

Some suggestions are:
• Ensure they are all aware of
their participation well in
advance.
• Circulate an explanatory
note beforehand so they
can prepare.
• Make sure they are part of
any lodge rehearsals.
• Appoint someone, eg: an
incoming Warden, to run
through them during the
Inner Working.
• Ensure the DC stands to the
E of the saluting party, not

centrally, so everyone can
see.
• Make the work easy to
follow and work at a slow
pace. Everyone can then
do them effectively and
together, especially the
salutation in the 2nd degree.
• Ensure the dismissal after
the final salutation is smart.
With a little care this part of
the ceremony can look crisp,
smart and inspire the future
of the lodge at the same time.

METROPOLITAN
VIDEOS...
A NEW FIRST?
W

hen the Royal College of
Surgeons of England sent the
Metropolitan Office their promotional
video that highlighted the work funded
by "Masonic" research grants over
many years and which was also the
beneficiary of the 2013 Bicentennial
Appeal, the Communications team
considered how best to bring the
information to the attention of our
35,000-odd members. Of course, many
companions and brethren may have
already read reports, or seen one of the
presentations by surgeons from the
RCSE that have been made whilst the
appeal has been running. The video
however, focuses on the patients who
have benefited from the improved
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techniques invented and learned as a
direct result of surgical research
funding. It is, as a result, not only
informative but most moving.
After consideration, it was thought
that just sending out the videolink was
not enough. That, instead, the double
opportunity should be taken of a)
directly thanking the London
companions and other funders, both
Masonic and non-Masonic whose
generosity had allowed MetGC to
smash its allocated target of £180,000
(currently the total is £265,000!) and b)
showing the public that London
Masons raised this amount despite
having just finished the CT Scanner
appeal! With that in mind, the

MetGM's diary was consulted, a script
prepared and Oram Studios, in Kent,
were booked. No-one who watches the
film would be aware that Russell was
filmed in front of a "green screen" with
Freemasons' Hall being added-in via
the wonders of CGI technology before
releasing the video! It's definitely
worth watching and a "first" for
London!
Once again, special thanks are due to
W. Bro John Oram, SLGR, for the gratis
use of his studio and the "splicing" and
editing and of course to the RCSE, who
gave us permission to add our
introduction to their film! If you
haven't seen it yet, here is the link!
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&ARNÚELD#OURT #ROYDON
Luxury retirement apartments
A selection of brand new luxury one and two bedroom
retirement apartments for independent living are now
available to rent in South Croydon. Set within a beautiful,
newly converted grade II listed building, these light and
spacious apartments offer stylish accommodation with all
modern conveniences including:
pFULLYEQUIPPEDWETROOMSHOWERROOM
pOPENPLANÚTTEDKITCHEN
pDOUBLEGLAZING
pCONTEMPORARYÚXTURESANDÚTTINGS
&OREXTRASAFETYANDSECURITY APARTMENTSAREÚTTEDWITH
video entry phone and emergency call bell systems, giving
you complete peace of mind.
&ARNÚELD#OURTISCONVENIENTLYSITUATEDWITHINEASYREACHOF
Croydon town centre and bus, tram and rail connections.

For further details or to arrange a viewing, please contact the letting agents Chilcott
White on 020 8688 4153 or email chilcottwhite@btconnect.com

